
Abstract

Matthew T. Wareham. UNIQUELY AMERICAN: THE POLICIES, FORMATION
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the direction of Dr. Donald H. Parkerson) Department ofHistory, April 2009.

This thesis is an insightful look at how African Americans entered the United

States Marine Corps. It is an attempt at something that, to my knowledge, has not yet

been done, a study of a historical phenomena that occurred during World War II in the

context ofAfrican American participation in the Marine Corps. Unlike previous wars in

American history, it was only during World War II that black participation in the military

was a result ofpolitical pressure, not the exigencies ofwar. Furthermore, it was due to

this political pressure that the Marine Corps was forced to accept African Americans in

its ranks. Over the years, other researchers in this field noted this in passing; however,

they did not investigate how and why such actions were possible. Therefore, this

research begins with a study into the background of how blacks entered the Marine Corps

through the issuance of Executive Order 8802. After this discussion, this research

examines how the Marine Corps instituted a number of policies, based on racial

discrimination that dictated the training and use of the first blacks in its ranks. In

examining these policies, it becomes clear that the need to maintain segregation was the

overriding concern of the Marine Corps. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is twofold.

First, it will show that racial motivations dictated the introduction, use, and deployment

of African Americans. Second, by examining these men, it will be possible to see how

their service helped change perceptions and shape our modem world. In doing so, this



work will explicitly state that the first black United States Marines’ experience was

entirely unique. Other authors have inherently expressed this claim in works, yet none

have explicitly stated it. To prove these points, this work will answer some basic but

fundamental questions. How did blacks enter the Marine Corps? What policies were

instituted with their introduction? What effect did Marine Corps service have on their

lives? What effect did their service have on the country as a whole? Why were they

significant? What was historically unique about the first black Marines?

To answer these questions, a number of sources were used. Included among these

were letters, memorandums, newspaper articles, executive orders, acts of congress,

census data, biographies, professional articles, scholarly works, and oral histories. As far

as these sources are concerned, there were three groups that deserve a large amount of

credit. The first is the Marine Corps Historical Reference Branch in Quantico, VA.

Through numerous visits to this location, I was able to find many of the letters and

memorandums that dictated the initial use ofAfrican Americans in the Marine Corps.

The second group is Dr. McLaurin and his research team, whom to my knowledge,

compiled the most extensive oral histories database concerning the Montford Point

Marines. The third group is Henry I. Shaw and Ralph W. Donnelly, authors ofBlacks in

the Marine Corps. This work was immensely valuable in gaining a foundation on which

to build. Without it, research into this topic would have been immensely difficult.

Therefore, through the examination of these materials, it will be possible to understand

how blacks entered the Marine Corps.
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INTRODUCTION

June 1, 1942, marked the beginning of a new tradition in the American military. It

was on that day, that the first African Americans in the history of the United States

enlisted in the Marine Corps. This event, effectively, ended the last remnants of an all

white military. Yet, the introduction of blacks into the Marine Corps presented its own set

of problems. Although most of these problems were logistical in nature, they stemmed

from problems that affected all African Americans during World War II. As noted by

Brigadier General Hal C. Pattison:

The principal problem in the employment ofNegro Americans as soldiers in
World War II was that the civilian backgrounds ofNegroes made them generally
less well prepared than white Americans to become soldiers and leaders ofmen.
This problem was greatly complicated by contemporary attitudes and practices in
American society that tended further to inhibit the most efficient use ofNegroes
in military service.

Therefore, it was in the context of these two issues (less well prepared blacks and

contemporary attitudes surrounding their use) that the Marine Corps instituted a number

of race-based policies that limited the participation and use of blacks.

This thesis concerns the World War II years, when the Marine Corps was forced,

through executive action, to enlist African Americans. The major primary sources include

letters, memorandums, and directives from high ranking Marine Corps officers. These

sources were found after numerous trips to the Marine Corps Historical Reference Branch

in Quantico, Virginia. The most significant materials to this study are: the Navy General

Board study concerning the enlistment ofmen of the colored race in other than the
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Messman Branch, dated Feb. 14, 1942; recommendations made by Colonel Robinson to

Commandant Holcomb, dated Feb. 25, 1942; the recommendations from Colonel Woods

to the Department of Plans and Policies, dated Jan. 29, 1943; a letter from Commandant

Holcomb to the Distribution List, dated March 20, 1943; and Letter of Instruction No.

421, dated May 14, 1943. In examining these sources, it is clear that racial prejudices and

concerns dictated the stationing and use ofAfrican Americans in the Marine Corps.

I also drew on oral histories collected by Dr. Melton A. McLaurin and his

research team. Of the numerous oral histories they collected, forty were examined for this

study. These forty were selected because they were stationed and trained at Camp

Montford Point during the World War II years. From these interviews, I was able to

conduct a quantitative analysis that could be considered representative of the type ofman

that was stationed at Camp Montford Point. This study is important because, to my

knowledge, no clear record exists regarding the characteristics of the “average” African

American to enlist in the Marine Corps during World War II. Although there is

fragmented documentation surrounding monthly draft calls for various regions of the

country, and there is some documentation regarding the number of African Americans

enlisted/drafted during various years, there is no single, definitive record that states where

each man called home and the year that they joined. I am sure that, at some point, such a

record probably existed; however, over time and with various reorganizations and

changes to archives, any such record was lost. I also searched various newspapers and

monthly publications during the World War II years for articles regarding African

American Marines. To my surprise, little was published regarding these men. I did,
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however, find a few articles that described how they performed in various battles.

I also relied on secondary sources. The most important was Henry I. Shaw, Jr.,

and Ralph W. Donnelly’s Blacks in the Marine Corps. This work traced the participation

of blacks in the Marine Corps in a chronological fashion from their entrance to Vietnam.

It is still the best single source regarding this subject. I also consulted two recently

published works. The first was Melton A. McLaurin's The Marines ofMontfordPoint:

America’s First Black Marines. Consisting largely of the oral interviews that he and his

interview team conducted, it presents this topic of study from the perspective of the first

black men to enter the ranks of the Marine Corps. The second was Ronald K. Culp's The

First Black United States Marines: The Men ofMontford Point, 1942-1946. Culp’s work

focused largely on the experiences of the first black Marines while deployed. As far as

journal articles pertaining to this subject, I was unable to find any that discussed this

historically significant event in American history.

The purpose of this thesis is twofold. First, it will show that racial motivations

dictated the introduction, use, and deployment of African Americans. Second, by

examining these men, it will be possible to see how racial discrimination affected their

lives. By fulfilling these primary goals, it will be possible to see how their story was

unique. A secondary goal of this thesis concerns how blacks were allowed to join the

Marine Corps. Other authors of this subject have casually mentioned the efforts ofA.

Philip Randolph and the March on Washington Movement, but they have not attentively

discussed his significance to the introduction of blacks to the Marine Corps. Therefore,
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this work will address his importance, because it was only through his efforts that their

story exists.



Chapter 1

Historiography

The use ofAfrican Americans in the military is a long and varied account in

American history. Within that account, there have been great tragedies and even greater

triumphs. And yet, a single and all-important question remained throughout much of that

history, “how should the military employ black troops?” The answer to this question

varies greatly between each branch of the services. Although, understanding how each

branch dealt in particular with this question is interesting and worthy of thorough study in

its own right, the purpose of this paper is to explore specifically how the Marine Corps

responded.

Before we turn to this question, however, it is important to understand how

scholars have addressed the use of blacks in the American military. Three works are

extremely salient when addressing this topic. These works are Blacks and the Military in

American History, by Eric Foner; Strengthfor the Fight: A History ofBlack Americans in

the Military, by Bernard C. Nalty; and The Right to Fight: A History ofAfrican

Americans in the Military, by Gerald Astor. In comparing these three works to one

another, a number of similarities, differences, and overall interpretations are addressed

that will provide for a more complete understanding of how historians have viewed the

relationship between African Americans and United States' military. Once this

“framework” has been established, it will then be possible to examine the scholarship

specifically pertaining to the first black Marines. By examining works that specifically
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mention or are exclusive to the introduction of blacks in the Marine Corps, a number of

things will be revealed. First, it will be possible to see how little this historic event has

been studied. Second, one will see that the majority of works dealing with blacks in the

Marine Corps are almost exclusively descriptive histories. Third, a historical consensus

will be examined. In so doing, one will be able to understand how the introduction of

blacks into the Marine Corps has been viewed over time.

In comparing the three synthesis works mentioned above, there are several

similarities. First, they all discuss historical events regarding blacks and their use

throughout American military history. Second, all three works are similar in that they are

organized chronologically, beginning with the introduction of the African to Jamestown

Colony. Third, each author describes how the use of blacks in the military has changed

over time. Fourth, all hold a similar notion as to why blacks participated in American

warfare prior to the end of segregation in both society and the military.

During the early American colonial period, blacks were routinely used in the

military; however, as the black population grew and slavery became more entrenched

within society (both economically and politically), whites became less likely to arm and
2train blacks for fear of slave revolt and the effect that service would have. Each of the

three authors noted that these fears were understandable considering the 1791 Saint

Dominguez slave revolt led by Toussaint L' Overture, Nat Turner's 1851 revolt in South

Hampton County Virginia, and John Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry, where the goal was

manumission by violence. Furthermore, each author recognizes that many blacks saw the

opportunity to fight as being the best opportunity in which one could gain both greater
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economic and personal freedoms. This notion is the dominate paradigm held by

historians with regards to why blacks participated in the military as a whole.

In Eric Foner’s work, Strength for the Fight: A History ofBlackAmericans in the

Military, Foner focuses on the military policy that thoroughly dictated how blacks were

used by the military from the founding of the United States to Vietnarrt.3 The majority of

the work focuses on the colonial era to the Civil War, with periods after receiving less

attention. Consistent in his findings were that in every war fought since revolutionary

times, the colonies and the eventual United States called upon blacks only when the

exigencies ofwar forced military leaders to do so.

Foner’s overall interpretation is twofold. From the perspective ofwhites, society

temporarily overlooked social mores and traditions because the need for manpower

overshadowed traditional societal behavior, which in turn allowed for a greater degree of

freedom for black participants. This can be seen most explicitly by the arming of blacks

for military purposes. As noted by Foner, “whites refused to allow blacks to join the war

effort, but [once conflict] deepened whites were ready for the duration [ofwars] to have

them as allies.”4 This in turn led to an interesting development throughout black society,

in that blacks motivated and eager “to prove their worth by seeking to share with whites

the risks and benefits ofAmerican society” fought alongside those who continually

denied them equality.5 Yet, once fighting ended, much to the dismay and regret of black

troops, society conveniently forgot their contributions and simply relegated them to their

traditional roles. Foner noted, “blacks seeking to prove their worth would join the fight

only to be thrust aside when peace returned.”6 Herein lies Foner’s main interpretation;
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that is, within the history of the United States there was a cyclical theme that went

unchanged until the end ofWWII. That cyclical theme was that blacks shared in the

dangers ofwarfare in the hopes of bettering their standing in society only to have those

hopes unfulfilled once peace returned. This only changed at the end ofWWII when

blacks, galvanized through the war effort, “refused to return to the old ways,” and

demanded the benefits shared by society as a whole.7

Bernard C. Nalty’s work, Strengthfor the Fight: A History ofBlackAmericans in

8the Military, is a useful synthesis regarding the use of blacks in the American military.

Focusing the majority of his research efforts on the World War II years and the

integration of the military, the main emphasis of this work is on how racism within

society affected military policy and, therefore, influenced military preparedness and race

relations. Following Foner’s work, Nalty again points to the exigencies ofwar as the

catalyst that allowed blacks to participate in the military. As noted by Nalty, from the

beginning of the United States, “...black soldiers and sailors were few in number, usually

only serving in time of emergency and then as auxiliaries....but only when threatened by

invasion or Indian attack would they [whites] trust the black man with musket, ball, and

powder.”9 Furthermore, Nalty follows Foner's example, in that he reaffirms the notion

that as soon as fighting concluded blacks were again forced into traditional, non-military

roles. Yet, it is here that Nalty goes beyond Foner s work. While Foner simply pointed to

racism as being the culprit by which blacks were kept in inferior roles, Nalty explores

how that racism affected blacks as a whole in the military.

In this exploration, Nalty’s work emphasized four factors, a notion of democratic
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idealism, military needs, white racism and pressure for new standards from the black

community as influencing how blacks were used in the military.10 These factors, working

at times either with or in conflict with each other, led to unfair and or unclear polices that

had drastic affects both on black troops and military preparedness. The influence of such

factors can clearly be seen in the following chapter, where the process of how blacks

were allowed to serve in the Marine Corps is examined.

As a whole, African Americans would, upon call, rise to the challenges and

dangers ofwar in the hopes of gaining freedoms and/or equality. This, however, typically

did not occur, eventually leading to black political unification that, over time, forced

change. The military, on the other hand, was affected dramatically in its attempts to deal

with the conflicting issues of traditional racism and military needs. This becomes evident

when one looks to the policies that guided its enlistments over time. The military went

from not using blacks in the colonial and revolutionary periods (except in cases of

extreme emergency), to the eventual drafting of blacks in proportion to their percentage

of the entire population, followed ultimately by the complete desegregation of the

American armed forces. The military as a whole was affected by racism in numerous

ways. In its simplest form, it limited the capabilities of the United States to have a truly

efficient and effective fighting force. Racist policies of segregation were major road

blocks from a logistical point of view in that it limited manpower, training, and

deployments. In a more abstract sense, those racist policies deterred many capable men

both from serving and from advancing into positions that could have made the military as

a whole more efficient and effective.
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Gerald Astor’s, The Right to Fight: A History ofAfrican Americans in the

Military, is a third useful synthesis on how blacks have been used in the American

military.11 Focusing largely on the years proceeding integration and the Vietnam conflict,

Astor concentrates a great deal on how the armed services have attempted to deal with its

traditionally racist past and how to ensure race relations continue to grow in a more

positive way. Following in the footsteps of the above-mentioned authors, Astor’s work

accepts the paradigm set by Foner. Astor does not create a new interpretation of how

blacks have participated in the American armed services. Instead, he focused more

thoroughly on individual accounts and interpretations of their military experiences by

analyzing oral histories and past interviews. In doing so, Astor’s work gives another

dimension to the materials of both Foner and Nalty.

Now that an understanding of how blacks have participated in the military has

been examined, one can now look more specifically to histories regarding the

introduction ofAfrican Americans into the United States Marine Corps. To accomplish

this task, a number of histories and narratives will be used. Aside from various newspaper

and magazine articles that were based upon a single work, little to no new study has been

conducted for many years. The majority of the studies that have been conducted on the

first black Marines are very insightful for basic information such as the founding,

creation, training, deployment, and successes of those first black Marines (aka Montford

Point Marines). Yet, these very same works provide little in the way of how these events

were perceived or what arguments the authors of such works have developed. In short,

these works tend to tell what happened with little investigation into the why or how they
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occurred. Moreover, less emphasis is given on the effects that these experiences ofwar

had on individual soldiers, let alone the nation as a whole.

Yet, before an examination of the works pertaining specifically to black Marines

can begin, it is important to have a limited understanding of their founding. On August

18, 1942, Camp Montford Point was founded on the outskirts of the small town of

Jacksonville, North Carolina. The purpose of this camp was to provide for the training,

stationing, and mobilization of black Marines. This base was unique to the Marine Corps

because, unlike their white brethren who would undergo basic training at Paris Island,

South Carolina or San Diego, California, it was the only facility at which black recruits

could receive training. Under the supervision of Colonel Samuel A. Woods,

Commanding Officer, the 51st Composite Defense Battalion formed as the only all black

combat unit in the Marine Corps. Initially, these Marines were to be used in base and

island defense. Therefore, their training emphasized anti-aircraft and artillery batteries;

however, with the continued procurement of troops, more units were created. Included

among these were a Motor Transport Co., Depot Co. (labor), Assistant Stewards Co., and

a Stewards Cook School. Throughout WWII, many thousands of black enlistees

continued to go through basic training and specialized training at Camp Montford Point.

AfterWWII, the camp was re-designated as a Marine Corps Supply School. Since then,

the camp has undergone numerous changes in regards to its overall mission and

objectives. The camp is currently named Camp Johnson, a name that will be further

expounded upon shortly. Now that a brief description of this base has been given, we can

examine the works that pertain specifically to blacks in the Marine Corps.
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On May 1, 1945, Captain Edwin H. Klein, U.S. Marine Corps, wrote what could

be considered one of the first histories of the Montford Point Marines. Titled “Pacific

Red Caps,” Klein described, observed, and made evaluations of the black Marines

stationed in the Pacific Theater.12 In doing so, Klein wrote a very positive evaluation on

the performance and conduct of the black Marines in the Eighteenth, Nineteenth, and

Twentieth Depot Companies. This is ofparticular importance because these were the first

‘“colored' Depot companies to see action since they were attached to the shore parties of

the Second and Fourth Marine Divisions historic landing on Saipan, 15 July 1944.”13

Furthermore, Klein's work provides a very useful, but basic, description of unit

organization, job descriptions, and some of the hardships entailed in carrying out the very

tough but very' important job of supply work. Klein also points to the fact that these black

Marines were recognized for the excellent performance of their jobs in some of the most

intense fighting in the Pacific Theater, including Peleliu, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa.

Aside from this useful information, the most important aspects of this work were

Klein’s observations of the black Marine. These observations are very important in that

they not only allow one to gain explicit knowledge on how African American Marines

acted while deployed, but, perhaps more importantly, how they were perceived by others.

When viewed in a historical context, it allows one to gain both explicit and implicit

information into the time at which it was written. It also allows an understanding of

perceived social differences between blacks and whites.

To understand this point, one must only look to four examples found throughout

Klein’s work.14 The first comes in regards to religion when Klein observed, “the colored
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Marine is more demonstratively religious than the white. Nearly every company has a lay

preacher- usually Baptist or Methodist- who hold religious services which feature simple

Bible teachings and a great deal of singing.” Klein, also made observations and

commented on how these men entertained themselves. He noted, “Their [black Marines]

inborn talent for self-entertainment aids immeasurably in their adjustment to garrison life

in the tropics where recreational facilities are limited.” Klein also describes widespread

participation in competitive sports by all of the troops “as is to be expected among any

group of vigorous young men;” but, goes on to note, “in various boxing tournaments

colored Marines have shown to definite advantage.” Finally, Klein noted, “the

broadening contacts of life in the service have awakened in many the necessity for further

education as the surest, [illegible] [illegible] of advancing their statue in life.

Approximately one in ten are enrolled in the Marine Corps Institute or Armed Forces

Institute for correspondence courses that give high school or college credit.”15

A number of insights can be gained from these observations. First, the most

obvious thing that stands out to current readers would be the use of the word “colored” to

describe African Americans; however, it should be understood that the word “colored”

was an acceptable description of African Americans at this time. Indeed a shift in regards

to the description of those peoples of descent from native Africans has taken place in the

English-American dialect over time, shifting from Negro to colored to black and, most

recently, to African American.16 Secondly, it is clear that white and black Marines did not

participate in religious activities in the same manner. Although it is too much to say that

white Marines never sang nor participated in religious activities, there was something
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clearly different in either the reverence or exuberance in the way that those observed

black Marines participated in religious ceremony that stood out to Klein. A third

interesting statement by Klein was that he noted the black Marines “inborn talent for self¬

entertainment.” This might be taken as a degrading description by some, it could also be

a very important example of how these “unwanted” Marines fell back on what they knew

best, to come together and make “lite” of the situation at hand. More than likely, this was

not so much of an “inborn talent“ but quiet possibly a coping mechanism bom from

periods of extreme circumstance or years of exclusion, hardship, and discrimination.

Such characteristics were seen in the Antebellum South among slaves. As noted by John

W. Blassingame in The Slave Community: Plantation Life in the Antebellum South,

“slaves created unique cultural forms which lightened their burden of oppression,

promoted group solidarity, provided ways for verbalizing aggression, sustaining hope,

building self-esteem, and often represented areas of life largely free from the control of

whites.”17 Also interesting is Klein's description of the “colored Marines having definite

advantage” in boxing matches, because it shows that black Marines were not physically

18'inferior to whites, a major concern prior to the acceptance of black enlistees. Finally,

Klein acknowledges that black Marines were not slow or unintelligent. Although, formal

education was lacking for many of the black enlisted Marines, many African Americans

understood the benefits of a formal education, and the promise that education held in

furthering and bettering their lives after the war. Furthermore, it is also important to note

that, when given the opportunity to excel, these men did.

Klein's work is important because of his proximity to the first black Marines.
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Although it is narrow in focus, it speaks to a larger point. For Klein, “The U.S. Marines

did not in the beginning receive the Negro with anything approaching openness; officers

and enlisted felt that little could be added and much would be detracted from the

Corps’...by the addition of colored personnel.” But “to a large degree this original

attitude has been changed by the colored Marine’s progress.”19 In so doing, this work

could be seen as one of the earliest histories that commemorates and attests to the fine job

those first black Marines performed. Moreover, it is the earliest work that recognized the

changing and shifting belief in the Corps that saw blacks as valuable contributors to its

ranks.

“These are the Brave,” by Sgt. Edward J. Evans, USMC, could be considered the

first true history on the subject of blacks in the Marine Corps. Published in the

November 1947 issue of Leatherneck magazine, a Marine Corps publication, under the

title “Men from Montford Point,” it is the foundation on which all others have begun their

study of the subject. Evans’ work provides a superficial understanding of the sequence of

events that helped transform the only “all white” branch of the military since the nation's

founding to one that, for the first time, accepted black enlistees.

The main purpose of Evans’ work was to inform the general public about the

important events that took place which allowed African Americans to participate in the

Marine Corps. Fie did this in a number ofways. First, he provided basic information

regarding when and where Camp Montford Point was created. Second, he discussed both

the real and potential problems that military leaders, like the Secretary of the Navy and

the Commandant of the Marine Corps, faced with the introduction of black enlistees to
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the Marine Corps. Third, he noted black Marines who either became beacons of hope and

inspiration to other young black Marines or who, while overseas in hostile environments,

rose to the challenges of combat and displayed feats of courage. Fourth, he provided a

brief discussion of the overall participation and service that black Marines gave during

World War II. Finally, Evans' main point and perception are most important because,

once again, they are an early recognition of the positive performance of those first black

Marines. Evans stated:

World War II has seen the widest application in the history of the negro in the
Armed Forces and although it marked the end of one of the Marine traditions, it
brought in exchange a new one of far higher value; the opportunity for the best of
all races and colors to serve in the finest fighting force in existence.21

Following this publication, there was little written about the first black Marines.

In fact, the next narrative regarding the first black Marines that this author could find

came about in the previously mentioned work by Jack D. Foner, Blacks and the Military

in American History. This is of particular interest not just because ofwhat Foner said

about the subject but because of the amount of information that was given. In the chapter

titled “World War II and Black Servicemen,” consisting of forty-two pages, there is but a

mere paragraph examining the historic moment when the first African Americans were

allowed to participate in the Marine Corps. Furthermore, contained within that paragraph

was only the most basic of information stating when blacks were allowed to enlist, where

their base was located, and their job designations. Surprisingly, there was no discussion

of the important role those troops fulfilled or their outstanding performance.

Henry I. Shaw, Jr. and Ralph W. Donnelly's Blacks in the Marine Corps could be

considered the best work examining the first black Marines for a number of reasons.22
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Originally published in 1975 by the History and Museums Division Headquarters, U.S.

Marine Corps, Washington D.C., it has been reprinted twice, first in 1988 and again in

2002. It is an extensive study on a subject that had previously gone unexamined by

professional historians. Furthermore, what makes this work so very significant is that its

main and true focus was strictly set on the Marines that were stationed and trained at

Montford Point, not on the black experience in the military as a whole. This can be

considered the best work because it drew specifically on primary source materials. And

yet, much of the material regarding the first black Marines was “inaccurate/’ As noted

by Shaw and Donnelly, “the record of black Marine Units are sparse; the administrative

correspondence concerning blacks in the Marine Corps is equally scanty....One lucky

find was a file of correspondence relating to the efforts to find a place for black Marine

barracks detachments in the late 1940’s.” In fact, much of the statistical data used in the

study was found only by chance when a person with the Manpower Department found

“statistical data on black Marines in the 40s and 50s which had been relegated to the back

of someone’s file drawer...Happily rediscovered by a person who recognized its

„23historical worth.

A difficult task was to gain accurate information on this subject. Shaw and

Donnelly accomplished this by extracting data from monthly muster rolls of black Marine

units and by reviewing subject files on black Marines maintained over the years by the

Marine Corps Historical Division. Included in these materials were newspaper clippings,

extracts from official documents, copies of answers of public and official inquiries, and

other valuable miscellaneous pieces of information. The authors also read every page of
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the Camp Lejeune newspaper from 1942 until 1950, only to find that “surprisingly, little

was published in the way of news stories specifically concerned with black Marines.”24

Shaw and Donnelly trace the genesis and development of blacks in the Marine

Corps in a chronological fashion, from President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s authorization of

Executive Order No. 8802, signed June 25, 1941, to the renaming ofMontford Point

Camp to Camp Gilbert H. Johnson on April 19, 1974. The main focus ofBlacks in the

Marine Corps is twofold: to inform current and future generations of how the first black

Marines came into existence and to create a professional history on a subject that

previously had none. The work was a success on both accounts. In so doing, the work

provides a foundation in which greater and more extensive study can be conducted on

these “groundbreaking” men. The only weakness to be found in this work is that there is

no real discussion of the politics and or political figures that allowed the possibility of

black Marines. The only interpretation that can be taken from this work is that, although

these men were not given in any sense the same resources, training, respect or

opportunity as white Marines, they nonetheless served their country both competently

and courageously, doing what they could and then some to represent themselves and their

race in an excellent manner. By doing so, they would change stereotypes, assumptions,

and prejudices, simply by performing their jobs with excellence because anything less

would have been disgraceful to the standards they set for themselves.

A fifth work that discussed the introduction of the first black Marines can be

found in Morris J. Macgregor’s Integration ofthe Armed Forces, 1940-1965 in the

chapter titled “World War II: The Marine Corps and the Coast Guard.”25 Written as part
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of the Defense Studies Series authorized by Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance in

April 1965, the work provides a useful history on the subject. Drawing largely on primary

source documentation found in the Reference Branch of the History Division,

Headquarters Marine Corps, the work is informative with regards to specific problems

faced by military planners in the implementation and use of black troops in the Marine

Corps. It addressed the logistical problem of taking in any large number of new recruits

and the problem of how they would be used. One would think that any able bodied man

during a time ofwar could surely be used in combat units where the greatest amount of

causalities would be incurred. Yet, as noted by MacGregor, the Commandant of the

Marine Corps at the time, Maj. General Thomas Holcomb argued that the use of black

Marines was ‘'impractical, because the Marine Corps was too small to form racially

separate units” and to use Negroes in the inevitable replacement and redistribution of

men in combat would not be possible because it would “prevent the maintenance of

necessary segregation.”26 This is an important point to note, not simply because it shows

that Holcomb was against the idea of using black Marines, but because it showed that

racism and segregation were the major policies that guided United States Marine Corps

policy regarding the acceptance of black enlistees.

MacGregor’s work is very valuable in that it, for the first time, discussed the poor

education of black Marine recruits due to years of Jim Crow discrimination. Although an

exact breakdown of black Marine Corps draftees by General Classification Test category

is unavailable for the war period. What does exist is a statistical “breakdown of some

15,000 black enlisted men...[that] was compiled ten weeks after V-J day and included
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many of those drafted during the war’ which can be used as a base representation for the

total number of black enlistees.27 As noted by Macgregor, roughly 70 percent of all black

enlisted men, more than 11,000, scored in the two lowest “intelligence” categories.

Furthermore, MacGregor noted that this was, “a meaningless racial statistic in terms of

actual numbers because the smaller percentage of the much larger group of white draftees

in these categories gave the corps more whites than blacks in groups IV and V.” These

statistics are important, however, because two strategies could be employed in regards to

lower scoring white enlistees. The first was to simply assign those lower scoring white

enlistees to combat units, where literacy and overall educational components were needed

at a minimum. This option, however, did not exist for black enlistees because the units

that they could be assigned to were not considered “true” combat units. The second

strategy for dealing with lower educated white enlistees was simply to disperse them over

a multitude of units, so that their “effect on the Corps” was minimized. Once again,

however, this was not an option for black enlistees because there were only a finite

number of units to which the lower scoring men could be assigned. Therefore, these men

had to be “concentrated in a small number of segregated units” making the overall lack of

education more significant to these black units."

Overall, Macgregor’s main emphasis was on the policies and how the

implementation of racist policies affected the first black Marines. MacGregor contends

that it was not the Marine Corps' “restrictive size” that kept it from changing with the

demands ofwar and society; but it was the Marine Corps’ ‘"tradition of an all-white

service” that retarded its growth as a more inclusive force. Furthermore, Macgregor’s
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main point is that, aside from personal prejudices by those in power, “the desire for social

harmony and the fear of the unknown go far toward explaining the Marine Corps'

wartime racial policy...A small, specialized, and racially exclusive organization, the

Marine corps reacted to the directives of the Sec. ofNavy and the necessities ofwartime

operation with a rigid segregation policy,” that in turn limited military efficiency and

29
prevented any “extreme” change in racial policy during WWII.“

A sixth and previously mentioned work that contains a short narrative on the first

black Marines can be found in Bernard C. Nalty's Strength for the Fight in the chapter

titled, “The Naval Service in World War II: Policy and Reality.” Once again, the amount

of information that deals specifically with the first Marines is relatively short, consisting

of roughly four pages. Nevertheless, it is useful in that it provides a short professional

history that highlights the major events in regards to the training, and deployment of the

first black Marines. The focus of the chapter as a whole discussed the varying efforts of

the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard in complying with Executive Orders. In so

doing, it offers valuable insights as to how each of these branches carried out these

orders. As noted by Nalty, all of the services had, out ofmilitary necessity or through

simple experimentation, “show[ed] that it might be possible to do more than offer greater

opportunity within the framework of segregation, the modest objective originally

established by President Roosevelt” with the exception of the Marine Corps who “did no

-30
more than the minimum expected by the Chief Executive and did that grudgingly.

A second work by Bernard C. Nalty, and the seventh overall, that discussed the

first black Marines is The Right to Fight: African-American Marines in World War //.3I
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Written in 1995 for the Marine Corps Historical Center as part of a series devoted to U.S.

Marines in World War II, its purpose was to help educate and train current Marines.

Describing, once again, basic racial policy and the training, deployment, and combat

service of the first black Marines, the work presented little new information to the overall

study and drew greatly on Blacks in the Marine Corps, by Shaw and Donnelly. Nalty's

main point was to show how blacks overcame the policies of segregation to prove

themselves not only capable, but also worthy of being considered part of the “elite”

Marines. In so doing, these “pioneers” had “won the fight for the right to serve.”32

A more recent work in the field of study is Melton McLaurin's The Marines of

MontfordPoint: America’s First Black Marines.33 Written in 2007 in cooperation with

the University ofNorth Carolina-Wilmington, South Carolina State University, and the

Department of the Navy’s Office ofNaval Research, McLaurin traced chronologically

the founding of Camp Montford point from conception to the end of Vietnam.

McLaurin’s main purpose in creating this work was to tell this very significant American

story to a larger audience.34 McLaurin compiled sixty-one oral histories of the men who

were stationed and trained at Camp Montford Point. Of those sixty-one interviews, forty

men were trained and stationed at Camp Montford Point during the WWII years.

The resulting work focused on those Montford Pointers who told their own story.

Instead of staying close to a strict military or descriptive history, McLaurin's work differs

considerably in that it used numerous individual accounts of the men who experienced

the events firsthand. In so doing, he began to do something that no other historian had

done; he began to give the story a more human focus by relying on those interviews and
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accounts.

McLaurin's work is important for two reasons. First, when given the opportunity

to serve in “a branch of service that to this day carries enormous symbolic, indeed

mythic, significance in American culture" those first black Marines proved to ‘‘their

fellow Americans that African Americans could be good Marines." By doing so, they

demonstrated that their race could “fight alongside fellow Marines of every ethnic and

racial background.” Second, this work was important because it was only through their

“determination and perseverance they made possible a career in the Corps for thousands

of younger African-Americans who followed them." This, in turn, created “... the

opportunity for young black Marines to obtain commissions, rise in the ranks, and

„35eventually obtain the rank of general.

Ronald K. Culp's The First Black United States Marines: The Men ofMontford

Point, 1942-1946, is the most recent work on the subject to date.36 Drawing on Shaw

and Donnelly’s Blacks and the Marine Corps, Culp’s work furthers the field of study by

using both old and new primary sources. New sources include the use of new oral

histories, newspaper articles, and unpublished memoirs. Culp’s intention in creating this

work was to explore a significant event in American history that has not been celebrated

or studied to the degree of the Tuskegee airmen or the Buffalo Soldiers. Furthermore, the

main goal of this work was “not to revise history nor to enumerate or catalog racial

mistreatment directed at the first black Marines” but to “tie their [the first black Marines]
•31

memories to facts reported at the time.” That being said, Culp's interpretation is not a

break from those previously mentioned. Although there has been no new interpretation
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found within this work, there are some important additions to the study.

The most important additions to this study are the new oral histories that Culp

conducted. Although complete transcripts of these interviews are not present within the

monograph, the fact that a number of recollections and memories were captured and not

lost forever is important to the overall study. A second important addition found within

this book is a more general and, therefore, easier to understand discussion of the weapons

used and type of training conducted by those first enlistees. Previous works did have

some discussion of these subjects; however, this work's description is both more specific

and understandable. A third important addition can be found in its appendices. Here, a

number of charts and tables provide excellent statistical and logistical data relating to the

organization, deployment, and armament of Defense Battalions that contained Montford

Pointers.

In analyzing, each of these works, there are a number of general similarities that

can be found throughout. The first and most obvious similarities are that each author

interpreted the accomplishments of the first black Marines with both praise and

admiration. This is important, because regardless of the time at which each work was

created, the authors recognized blacks could serve just as effectively as their white

counterparts. Second, each of the works gives some sort of descriptive analysis as to

when and where the first Marines were trained and stationed. Third, with the exception of

Klein and Evans, each of these works is based to a large degree on the work of Shaw and

Donnelly’s Blacks in the Marine Corps.

And yet, there are differences. The first is their intended audience. Evans, Klein,
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McLaurin, and Nalty wrote works oriented towards the general public; whereas Culp,

MacGregor, Shaw and Donnelly wrote professional histories. A second important

difference to note is that McLaurin’s work was the only study that based a large degree of

its scholarship on oral histories. In so doing, McLaurin performed the only study that

presents a “true” human dimension to the intended audience, making it important to

mention in regards to the overall study. Furthermore, an interesting dynamic that can be

found in relation to this field of study was the author’s focus when examining the first

black Marines. That is to say that there was an interesting division within the works that

separated them into one of three categories: authors who focused more thoroughly on the

troops themselves versus authors who focused more on the introduction of the first black

Marines versus authors who focused on why they fought. Although all of the works, to

some degree, investigate all of these areas, some place greater emphasis on these aspects.

In analyzing these works, based on these categories, the works of Klein and McLaurin

fall into the grouping of authors who focused more thoroughly on the troops themselves;

whereas, Evans, Shaw and Donnelly, MacGregor, and Culp fall into the category of

authors emphasizing the introduction of the first black Marines; with Nalty emphasizing

why they fought.

In comparing all of the above-mentioned works, one can come to a number of

salient conclusions. First, it is important to note that all are valuable and significant works

because they address a remarkable topic in American history that has had such little

study. Based strictly on their usefulness to the advancement of the overall historical

study, three, in particular, are central to this subject. Those three works are Shaw and
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Donnelly’s Blacks in the Marine Corps, McLaurin’s The Marines ofMontfordPoint:

America’s First BlackMarines, and Ronald K. Culp’s The First Black United States

Marines. These three works stand out because of the quality of scholarship, the use of

reference materials, and oral histories. Of the three, Shaw and Donnelly’s Blacks in the

Marine Corps would have to be considered the best.

Overall, all of the works came to a similar consensus, that the first black men who

entered the ranks of the Marine Corps were truly special. They entered an establishment

that did not want them, nor in any way attempted to make their transition into military

life less difficult. They were restricted to menial jobs with little hope of advancement.

Yet, when given the opportunity, they proved themselves capable and efficient Marines.

They did this because they had to do so. They did this because the consequences of

failure would have an immeasurable impact on future generations of African Americans.

Yet, it is in their story that exists a unique situation that is truly American. In this

story, African Americans were excluded from service in the Marine Corps because of

traditional prejudices and racial discrimination founded during the inception of the

United States. The United States Marine Corps developed and maintained a tradition of

racial discrimination that was completely unique in comparison to all other branches of

the military. Therefore, if this development was unique to the Marine Corps, then the

process by which those who were barred from service and were then allowed to

participate is also unique. By examining the process by which blacks were allowed to

participate in the Marine Corps, it will be possible to understand how policy changes

helped change not only the men, who were the first ofmany, but also the country as a
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whole.

To do this, one must first examine the period at which this change occurred, the

World War II years. By examining the concerns of the country and the policies dictating

the use and procurement ofmilitary resources, it will be possible to see why and how the

country changed. Therefore, chapter two of this study will emphasize the major events

and people that allowed for that change to occur. Examination of the effects of labor

rights organizer A. Philip Randolph, the Selective Service Act of 1940, and Executive

Order 8802 will aid in this process. By examining the events surrounding these people,

legislation, and policies, one will be able to understand what changes had to take place in

order to allow blacks to enter the Marine Corps

Chapter 3 will discuss the founding ofCamp Montford Point and the first black

Marines. This portion of the overall study will be based to a large extent on primary

research consisting of letters, memos, and orders regarding the recruitment, procurement,

and training of those first black enlistees. Furthermore, Chapter 4 will also describe

‘‘who” these first black Marines were. To do this, a number of methods will be used,

including oral histories and primary research data. Moreover, in answering “who” these

first black enlistees were, a quantitative analysis will be conducted using the forty oral

histories provided through McLaurin’s work. In using this process, it is possible to gain
38

some understanding or insight into the first black United States Marines.

Chapter 5 will describe life both at home and abroad for the first black enlisted

Marines. Once again, primary sources and oral histories will provide for the basis of this

section. In examining how these Montford Point Marines were treated at home and
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abroad, one will be able to understand how racist practices affected these men while

serving. In examining their overseas experiences, it will be possible to see how their

contributions aided the war effort and proved that they had a place in the Marines.

Lastly, Chapter 6 will examine the legacy of the Montford Point Marines. This

chapter will discuss the overall effect and significance that service in the Marine Corps

had on both the individual and the country. After examining these ramifications, it will be

possible to see how the process by which these men became Marines was uniquely

American.



Chapter 2

“No Negro, Mulatto or Indian”

And

The Events Behind Change

My dear Mr. Kinder:

In reply to your letter of 7 October 1940 forwarded to this office by the Navy
Department, I have to state that a search of the records fails to reveal that colored men have ever served in
the Marine Corps.

11 October 1940.

Sincerely Yours,

J.L. Underhill

Colonel, U. S. Marine Corps’9

As of 2007, 10.9 percent of all incoming Marine Corps enlisted recruits were

African American.40 This, however, was not always the case. Prior to the early summer of

1941, blacks were entirely excluded from service in the Marine Corps. This resulted from

a policy enacted by the Secretary of the Navy Benjamin Stoddert, on March 16, 1798, for

the recruitment ofMarine personnel to serve aboard the USS Constellation. The order

declared that, “No Negro, Mulatto or Indian" was to be enlisted as a member of the

Marines aboard the ship.41 In a continuation of this policy, Commandant Major William

Ward Burrows, the first Marine Corps Commandant under the newly created United
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States, made his instructions regarding the enlistment ofmen explicitly clear. Dated

September 8, 1798. the Commandant instructed one recruiting officer, that he could

. .make use of Blacks and Mulattoes while you recruit, but you cannot enlist them.”42

Therefore, it was not until June 25, 1941, when President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed

Executive Order 8802 that the 143 year tradition of racial exclusion in the Marine Corps

ended. Moreover, this order ended the last remnants of an all-white military in the United

States, effectively forcing the Marine Corps to accept black enlistees. Yet, Executive

Order 8802 did not come about because of simple altruism, or from an understanding that

in order for the nation to progress, the Corp had to modernize. In fact, Executive Order

8802 was issued after a long and arduous process that took the work ofmany through

petition, protest, and service. In so doing, the hard-work and desperate hopes ofmany

were answered. Executive Order 8802 did, in fact, allow for blacks to serve in the United

States Marine Corps, as well as all other branches of the military and the defense

industries. By examining the story surrounding Executive Order 8802, it will become

possible to understand how this relatively small executive order set in motion a dramatic

change that impacted the war effort, and the country as a whole for generations to come.

The United States in the pre-war period looked and acted very differently than the

one that would come out of the war just four years later. On the eve ofwar, the United

States at best could be called a society in “transition;” that is to say, it was on the cusp of

great change, both in world affairs and domestically. Due to large expenditures in defense

spending the days of extreme economic depression were fading. Although the fears of

great economic turmoil had subsided, other more looming fears gripped the nation. One
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major point of division prior to December 7, 1941, was the extent to which the United

States would remain neutral. As late as the November 1940 election, FDR had stated that

“no sons'' would be sent to foreign lands; but this was far from the reality he saw on the

horizon. Roosevelt, was both a savvy politician and a pragmatist, he realized that the

United States needed time to mobilize both its productive and military forces. Therefore,

he authorized the shipment of arms, munitions, ships, and planes to the Allied powers

under the Lend- Lease Agreements. Although these shipments did deplete an already

obsolescent Navy and Air Corps, it was imperative to keep Allied forces fighting;

America would have to have time to mobilize, even if it meant diminishing the United

States’ own military capabilities.43

War mobilization had dramatic effects on the American economic and social

“landscape.” Economically, it produced the largest expenditure in defense spending

during peacetime. Within this spending, new industrial complexes and factories were

created in an effort to produce new aircraft, ships, weapons, armaments, and

ammunitions. But defense spending had two very specific consequences. First, the

administration turned away from New Deal foreign policy in preparation for war. Second,

millions of jobs were created as a result ofmobilization. With increased defense

spending, the country's key concern became the production and mobilization ofmilitary

forces. The African American community reacted to this new policy.

Domestically, black politics was essentially New Deal politics. As is evident

through the election results of the 1930s, both the middle class and the poorer classes

“overwhelming endorsed” New Deal policies. Moreover, it is not too much to say that
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blacks had a great affection for President Roosevelt and his wife Eleanor. The Roosevelts

were viewed as being truly in touch with America’s largest minority group. The

Roosevelt administration gained this popularity because it was the first since the Lincoln

administration to intentionally focus efforts on helping blacks as a whole both

economically and politically.44 As noted in The Crisis, the NAACP’s monthly

publication:

[theJMost important contribution of the Roosevelt Administration to the age-old
color line problem in American has been its doctrine that Negroes are a part of the
country as a whole. The inevitable discriminations notwithstanding this thought
has been driven home in thousands of communities by a thousand specific acts.
For the first time in their lives, government has taken on meaning and substance
for the Negro masses.45

Yet, this popularity was under attack as the country mobilized for war. With factories and

production centers in high demand for materials and manpower, labor shortages

developed in some industries around the country. Signs that had previously read “no

work available" now changed to “workers needed." Even with a high demand for labor,

blacks were not hired at the rate ofwhites.46 Therefore, the primary focus for black

leadership around the country changed. First, they wanted an end to discriminatory

practices in the defense industries. Second, they wanted full participation in the armed

services.47

The government began “intensive training programs” to create enough qualified

workers to fill the positions generated by the war effort.48 But blacks were often denied

these positions and training, regardless of qualifications, because of discriminatory

policies. It was argued that training blacks and other non-whites would be “wasteful,”
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because “they could not be placed” in the defense industries 49 One example of this

discrimination can be seen when the President of the North American Aviation Company

stated, “While we are in complete sympathy with the Negro, it is against company policy

to employ them as aircraft workers or mechanics... regardless of their training.. .There

will be some jobs as janitors for Negroes.”50 Herein, lay the first major complaint of the

black community. Undemocratic practices and policies in the defense industries kept

blacks from being hired, which, in turn, limited their ability to gain the economic benefits

ofmobilization. Furthermore, when blacks were hired, they tended to be placed in menial

labor positions that held little to no possibility of advancement.

The second major complaint of the African American community was the limited

participation of blacks in all branches of the military. As far as each branch was

concerned, each had their own racial policy that dictated the use of blacks. The Army did

have four regular units, but, their overall size and strength were continually reduced after

WorldWar I. Moreover, a number of reports suggested that these units had been

“reduced to orderlies for white officers, gardeners, and flunkies.”51 The Navy did accept

blacks; however, this was in a limited capacity as servants and cooks in the Messman

branch. The Army Air Corps had provisions regarding the use of blacks; however, it did

not openly accept them. The Marine Corps was completely segregated.52 Therefore, black

America and civil rights activists faced two major problems prior to American entry into

WWI1. First, blacks were denied equal participation in the economic prosperity created

through mobilization. Second, blacks were denied full participation in the armed services.

The Burke-Wadsworth Act became the focal point for these complaints.
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Burke-Wadsworth Act

Enacted on September 14, 1940, the Burke-Wadsworth Act was signed into law

two days later by President Roosevelt as the Selective Service and Training Act.53 The

act had immediate and historical significance, simply because it was the first peacetime

draft in American history. It called for the registration of all males between the ages of

twenty one and thirty-six, with eighteen year olds doing so on a voluntary basis. Upon

passing an assortment ofmental and physical tests, 900,000 men were to be drafted for

military service, lasting no longer than twelve months. Moreover, the act itself

established a bureaucracy in which the President, upon the recommendation ofGovernors

from all the states and territories, would create local draft boards that would carry out the

necessities of the draft at the local community level. A second important part of this

legislation authorized the government to “purchase or procure” any “individual, firm,

association, company, corporation, or organized manufacturing industry for such product

or material as may be required, and which is of the nature and kind usually produced or

capable of being produced by such individual, firm, company, association, corporation, or

organized manufacturing industry.”54 This meant that in order to mobilize the country for

war, all private entities, whether wanting to oblige or not, had to comply with

government demands.

Section 4(a) of the law specifically addressed discrimination in the Armed

Services. It stated that ‘there shall be no discrimination against any person on the account

of race or color” in the selection and training ofmen inducted under the act. One would

think that, with this explicit statement, there would have been no need for Executive
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Order 8802. But there was a loophole. Section 3(a) of the law limited the induction of

blacks into the draft system by two methods. First, the law allowed for the exclusion of

blacks until “he” was considered “acceptable” to “land or naval forces for such training

and service and his physical and mental fitness for such training and service has been

satisfactorily determined.”^ The second exclusionary policy found within this section

stated that “no men shall be inducted for such training and service until adequate

provision shall have been made for such shelter, sanitary facilities, water supplies,

heating and lighting arrangements, medical care, and hospital accommodations, for such

»56
men as may be determined by the Secretary ofWar or the Secretary of the Navy.

When taken into account, both sections had a dramatic effect on the nation as a whole.

These very few words were the basis for the continued practice of discrimination and

segregation for both draft calls and military planning. Not only did these passages pose

major impediments to equality within the military, but they enraged leaders within the

African American community. Black leaders demanded that there should be no

discrimination or segregation in the military or defense industries. Under pressure from

the black community, the President called for a conference to discuss the use of blacks in

the military.

A Conference for Change

The first conference occurred on September 27, 1940. President Roosevelt,

Sectary of the Navy Frank Knox, and Assistant Secretary ofWar Robert R. Patterson

were the prominent members of the administrations in attendance. A. Philip Randolph
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(leader of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters union), Walter White ( President of the

NAACP), and T. Arnold Hill (Adviser on Negro Affairs for the National Youth

Administration) were the prominent members from the black community. Although both

groups met at this conference to discuss a single topic, military discrimination, each

group had their own purpose for attending.

The administration hoped to limit black anger in regards to the discriminatory

“loopholes” in the Burke-Wadsworth Act. The leaders of the black community hoped to

gain a clear cut executive policy that forbade discrimination in the military. To make

their point, they prepared a seven point program designed to eliminate segregation and

discrimination in the armed forces. The major demands found within the program called

for the use of black officers and enlisted men in all War Department services, with the

stipulation that those troops should only be judged on the limits of their ability. A second

major point emphasized was that existing units of the Army and future units should be

staffed with officers and enlisted men without regard to race. The President began the

meeting by stating that only a few days earlier the War Department, without his

solicitation, had informed him that, “Negroes would be integrated into all branches of the

armed service as well as service units.” Upon hearing this, the conference members had

three specific questions. First, did this integration apply to officers as well as enlisted

men? Second, did this mean that “Negroes” would only be used in separate units? Third,

did this “open door policy” apply to the Navy as well as to the Army?57
In answering these questions, Asst. Sec. ofWar Patterson stated that

“approximately six hundred Negroes” who were reserve officers were to be called to
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active duty; but, as far as the further use of “Negro” officers, the War Department was, as

he said, bound by ‘legislation passed by Congress in 1920'' which limited the creation of

officers to those who had either “World War service or ROTC training.” Patterson stated

that the “War Department was attempting to get Congress [to] change this act since

officers with the above qualifications were not sufficient in number to handle the army”

that was in the process of being created. As the conference continued, the thought of

completely non-segregated units in the Army became a focal point. The President was

“immediately receptive” to this notion, stating that it might pose a problem for Army

divisions or regiments stationed in the South, but in Northern divisions there was no
r o

foreseeable “difficulties” doing such.' Furthermore, the President believed that it might

be possible to “back into” a non-segregated Army by having “Negro” and white

regiments and divisions stationed in close proximity to each other. In so doing, the

dictates ofwar would decide the use of troops, not racial policy. As far as Sec. of the

Navy Knox was concerned, such policies could not work in the Navy for two reasons.

First, it would be impossible to have “Northern” or “Southern” ships. Second, since

blacks and whites had to live on the ships together, the infusion of biracial crews would

be equally impossible under segregation policies. The President did, however, propose

that since the Navy was creating new ships, they should “immediately organize Negro

bands and place them on the ships.” He thought that this would get white sailors,

“accustomed to the presence ofNegroes on ships.” The last topic of discussion at the

conference concerned the elimination of discriminatory policies in the defense industries,

namely the Army arsenals, Navy yards, and apprenticeship schools.59
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Although the meeting ended amicably and the black community leaders thought

they had made true progress towards desegregated armed forces, they could not have

been more deceived. In hindsight, the administration appeared to be concerned only with

the upcoming election in November, motivated by the thought that this meeting would

limit dissidence in the black community. This concern arose with the increased

opposition expressed by the black community regarding the discriminatory clauses of the

Selective Service and Training Act.

On October 8, 1940, Asst. Sec. ofWar Patterson, with the approval of Sec. of

War Henry L. Stimson, sent President Roosevelt a memorandum describing the War

Department’s policies regarding blacks.60 Patterson began the memorandum by stating

that he believed that the policies found within “provid[ed] a fair and reasonable basis for

the utilization ofNegroes” in the military. Furthermore, the memo stated that it was the

policy of the War Department that “Negroes” should be “utilized on a fair and equitable

basis.” Following these opening remarks, the memo seemed to provide many of the

concessions that the black leadership committee had asked for on September 27. Seven

provisions found within the memo made clear the use of blacks in regards to the military.

First, blacks were to be accepted and “maintained” in the military in a “proportion” to

that of the “Negro population of the country,” or roughly 10 percent of its total allotted

strength. Second, the memo stated that “Negro combatant and non-combatant units were

to be established in each major branch of the service.” Third, the memo stated that

“Negro reserve officers were eligible for active duty,” with other “Negro units officered

by other colored personnel.” Fourth, the memo stated that, upon establishment of officer
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candidate schools, “Negroes would be allowed to qualify for reserve commissions.” Fifth,

the memo stated that the training of “Negro pilots, mechanics, and technical specialist

had begun” and “aviation units were to be formed as soon as the necessary personnel had

been trained.” Sixth, the memo stated that “Negro civilians were to be given equal

opportunity at arsenals and Army posts for jobs in which they were qualified for by

ability, education, or experience.” Given these first six provisions, it would seem that the

black community had been given all that they had asked. This, however, was not the case.

Provision seven of the memo stated that “it was the policy of the War Department to not

intermingle colored and white enlisted personnel.” Such policies of desegregation had

proved “destructive to morale and detrimental to the preparations of national defense.”61

Clearly, the conference did not achieve equal opportunity for blacks in the

military or the defense industries. In fact, the memo made segregation the policy of the

United States military. Why would President Roosevelt endorse a policy of segregation

after he had recently held a conference regarding desegregation?

A Political Trick Does Not Work

Although President Roosevelt wanted to placate the black community, hence the

original meeting on September 27, he also wanted to limit the degree to which he could

be held accountable for such segregation policies. What better way to do this than to

make it seem as though the very representatives who were calling for an end to

segregation endorsed the administration’s policies?

On October 9, 1940, the White House Secretary, Stephen Early, issued a
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statement that said, “the segregation policy was approved after Mr. Roosevelt had

conferred with Walter White, president of the [NAACP], two other Negroes and Sec. of

the Navy Knox and Asst. Sec. ofWar Patterson.”62 Not only did this seemingly imply

that the leaders of the black community endorsed such policies, it also shifted blame for

such policies on those very leaders. The November issue ofCrisis staunchly denied these

claims in the article “The White House Blesses Jim Crow.”63 The article argued that at no

time had any members present at the meeting condoned segregation, but that they had

specifically “repudiated segregation” in all sections of society. The article stated that the

members at the conference were:

Inexpressibly shocked that a President of the United States at a time of national
peril should surrender so completely to enemies of Democracy who would
destroy national unity by advocating segregation. Official approval by the
Commander- in- Chief of the Army and Navy of such discrimination and
segregation is a stab in the back of Democracy.64

Compounding this “insult to injury,” the very same day that the War Department released

its policy regarding segregation in the military, an Anti-Lynching bill was defeated in the

United States Senate. This coincidence did not escape the authors of the article. They

noted, “it is a tragic coincidence that you issued your statement on the same day the coup

de grace was given by Senate Majority Leader, Alben Barkley to the Anti-Lynching bill.

Two acts are a double blow at the patriotism of twelve million Negro citizens.” A final

provision of the article asked, for its members to “continue protest against President

Roosevelt’s Jim Crow national defense policy” and to take action “before election day to

make the protest ofNegro Americans most effective.”65 This immediate and effective

response sent shockwaves through the Roosevelt administration.
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Reconciliation

President Roosevelt, only weeks before the election, undertook a number of steps

in an attempt to quell the maelstrom that was developing in the black community. First,

White House Secretary Early and the President apologized to the conference members for

the “misunderstanding.” President Roosevelt then assured the conference members that

blacks would, in fact, be placed in all branches of the service, and that “a very substantial

advance” over past policy was in the making.66 Following these initial gestures, the

President made three highly publicized appointments. The first came when he placed

Judge William Harry Hastie in the position of civilian aide to Secretary Stimson. The

second occurred when he appointed Major Campbell C. Johnson, a black officer, as an

adviser to the Director of Selective Services on all matters relating to racial minorities.

The third occurred when he promoted Colonel Benjamin Davis, the U.S. Army’s most

senior black officer, to brigadier general, making him the first black general in American

history.

Although these appointments received a great deal of positive press in the days

prior to the election, it should be noted that many blacks still recognized a great deal of

disparity between what they had requested and what they had received. As stated in the

Baltimore Afro-American, “we asked Mr. Roosevelt to change the rules of the game and

he countered by giving us some new uniforms.”67 Furthermore, as one author noted:

The three leaders, who had presented their demands to the President, were asking
for the end of segregation in the armed forces. The Navy had refused to lift its
restrictions on accepting Negroes only for the Messman branch; the Army had
said there would be Negro aviation units and that Negroes would serve in all of its
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branches; but both of these services, and the White House policy refused to
abandon the principle of segregation.

The steps taken in the weeks prior to the 1940 election, whether necessary or not,

68

helped Roosevelt capture the black vote. According to one author, “black support for the

President was overwhelming. The large Northern urban black electorate voted heavily for

Roosevelt. Where Roosevelt had previously captured four of the nineteen black wards in

the nine Northern cities in 1932, and nine in 1936, he succeeded in winning fourteen of

,,69them in 1940. Furthermore, it should also be stated that, although, President Roosevelt,

had to some extent publicly embarrassed Walter White and the NAACP, White

recognized it was in his and the NAACP's best interest to support Roosevelt’s candidacy.

White recognized that Roosevelt was the only person who could initiate any significant

policy change in the defense industries, and the military. This can be seen explicitly in a

letter written to Roosevelt on the eve of the 1940 presidential election. White wrote, “We

have worked night and day during recent weeks to take personally to the people the

things you did and wrote. I am certain tomorrow will reveal that Negroes know the

,,70truth.

It seemed that the black community was content with the progress that had been

made, considering the President’s convincing victory in the black urban centers. This,

however, was not the case. Following the presidential election, little progress had been

made in the securing of a de-facto non-discrimination policy in the military and defense

industries. Gestures of good faith had been made, and a few prominent appointments

placed, but the overall state of affairs had not changed significantly. Blacks were still

barred from enlisting in all branches of the military, and were still being barred from
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defense industry jobs. In the wake of his presidential victory, Roosevelt, began a much

stronger stance in foreign policies matters. This is evident in his famous, “Arsenal of

Democracy” speech. As stated on December 29, 1940:

Let us say to the democracies: We Americans are vitally concerned in your
defense of freedom. We are putting forth our energies, our resources and our
organizing powers to give you the strength to regain and maintain the free world.
We shall send you in ever increasing numbers ships, planes, tanks, guns. That is
our purpose and our pledge.71

Yet, the “Arsenal of Democracy” was not using all of its “energies,5? Ci

resources,” or

“organizing powers” because of racial discrimination. War in Europe set in motion the

productive forces capable of absorbing America’s unemployed, but the process of

absorption was an uneven one. Therefore, change had to be forced.

A.P. Randolph forces the Presidents Hand

A. Philip Randolph forced change by beginning one of the greatest protests in

American history. Faced with the twin complaints of discrimination in the defense

industries, and discriminatory policies regarding the recruitment, training, and use of

blacks in the military, he called for a March on Washington to protest racial

discrimination. Having realized that the last meeting with the President was not

productive, Randolph decided upon implementing a new radical idea. In this idea, the

socialist aspects of Randolph’s political thinking “gelled” with the previous years of

workers’ rights struggles. With the thought fresh in his head, A. Philip Randolph struck

while the idea was “hot” and announced on January 15, 1941, that:
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.. ..only power can affect the enforcement and adoption of a given policy,
however meritorious it may be. The virtue and rightness of a cause are not alone
the condition and cause of its acceptance. Power and pressure are at the
foundation of the march of social justice and reform... power and pressure do not
reside in the few, and intelligentsia, they lie in and flow from the masses. Power
does not even rest with the masses as such. Power is the active principle ofonly
the organized masses, the masses united for a definite purpose. Hence, Negro
America must bring its power and pressure to bear upon the agencies and
representatives of the Federal Government to exact their rights in National
Defense employment and the armed forces of the country... .1 suggest that TEN
THOUSAND Negroes march on Washington D.C.72

On January 25, 1941, the day prior to the NAACP's National Defense Day, which called

for meetings of protest against discrimination in the defense industries, A. Philip

Randolph officially announced his plans to lead a march of 10,000 African Americans

down Pennsylvania Avenue in protest of discrimination. One author stated, ‘The idea of a

march on Washington represented an advance in Randolph’s political philosophy. It

melded his socialist desire to rally the masses for social and political change with his

newfound faith in Gandhian nonviolent protest.” The notion of a march on Washington

was a very pragmatic and very radical proposal to force change. Yet, in order to force that

change, Randolph recognized that he had to gain the support of the masses. He attempted

to galvanize the entire black community, and, therefore, its leadership against a single

foe, discrimination in the defense industries. In his official announcement, on January 25,

1940, Randolph called for “10,000 Negroes [to] MARCH ON WASHINGTON FOR

JOBS IN NATIONAL DEFENSE AND EQUAL INTERGRATION IN THE FIGHTING

FORCES....Mass power can cause President Roosevelt to issue an Executive Order

abolishing discrimination.”74
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From the conception of the March on Washington Movement (MOWM),

Randolph did not receive the type of support nor optimism that he had hoped. The

Chicago Defender wrote:

We would like to share Mr. Randolph’s optimism that such a mobilization is
possible. It is not possible to get Negroes to march in impressive numbers for
denunciation of the miscarriage ofjustice in the case of the Scottsboro boys; it has
not been possible to get them to march in protest against lynching, against
peonage and poll tax. It would not be necessary to mobilize 10,000. Ifwe could
just get 2,000 black folk to march on the Capitol demanding ‘the right to work
and fight for our country,’ that would be an accomplishment of considerable
import.... To get 10,000 Negroes assembled in one spot, under one banner with
justice, democracy and work as their slogan would be the miracle of the century.75

The only thing worse than the skepticism echoed at the initial issuance of this

announcement was the possibility that no major publications would cover the event. This

is what occurred. In viewing other major publications in the months following the initial

announcement, little to no coverage was provided by either the black or white

publications. Coverage did begin closer to the time of the scheduled march; however, it

came so late, that it probably benefited the cause to a small degree. The simple fact was

that such an event was unprecedented in black American history; therefore, it seemed

impossible to accomplish such a feat.

Furthermore, such a proposal presented numerous problems for organizers. First,

most of those called on to participate were more than likely poor, meaning that organizers

of the march had to provide shelter, food, and transportation. Second, many of those that

the march was attempting to reach had, in the past, tended to be apathetic or apolitical,

meaning that they would have to stimulate a previously inactive group. Third, and the
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most feared consequence of the march as shared by both government officials and

organizers, was the real possibility of violence occurring. The administration thought ‘the

idea that masses of blacks would be brought into one on the most segregated cities in the

country shocked and frightened the white community,” so much so that, the

administration feared “the march would result in a race war in the nation’s capital and

,,76
prove an embarrassment to a country that held itself up as a model of democracy. Yet,

such problems and fears did not deter Randolph or his cause, stating that if it were

successful, the march would, “wake up and shock official Washington as it has never

„77been shocked before.

After months of organization and growing support at the grassroots level, the

official march organizers, The March on Washington Committee, issued a formal call for,

“Negroes to march on Washington on July 1.” This occurred only after Randolph sent

letters to the President asking for an end to discriminatory policies in the defense

industries. The Roosevelt administration did attempt to dissuade Randolph from

continuing his course of action. First, Eleanor Roosevelt wrote a letter to Randolph

urging him that she believed the March to be a mistake, and that it would set back the

progress that had been made thus far in the defense industries. Second, the President

issued an official memorandum calling on the Office of Production Management to “take

immediate steps to facilitate the full utilization of our productive manpower.” Third, the

President called for Mayor LaGuardia, Eleanor Roosevelt and the March on Washington

organizers to meet in New York City. Although these attempts were made to dissuade

Randolph from holding the March, they, instead, gave him reassurance that he was
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following a proper course of action. This can clearly be seen after Eleanor Roosevelt and

Mayor LaGuardia asked Randolph to cancel the march. In response to this request,

Randolph stated, “I’m certain [the march] will do some good. In fact, it has already done

„78
some good; for if you were not concerned about it you wouldn’t be here now...

Therefore, on June 18, 1941, President Roosevelt called for a meeting between

March leaders and his top aides. The purpose of the meeting was clear for the

administration. The President was willing to do almost anything to ensure the March on

Washington did not materialize. Therefore, when the President asked what he could do to

stop the March, Randolph asked the President to issue an executive order banning

discrimination in the defense industries. Initially, this proposal seemed too drastic for the

President to consider. Randolph then stated that he would not have 10,000 blacks March

on Washington, but, instead, 100,000 blacks. This surprised the President so much that he

asked Walter White if this number was possible, knowing that the NAACP was the only

black organization with enough members to support such a claim. White later recalled:

The President turned to me and asked “Walter, how many people will really
march?” I told him no less than one hundred thousand. The President looked me

fully in the eye for a long time in an obvious effort to find out if I were bluffing or

exaggerating. Eventually he appeared to believe that I meant what I said. “What
do you want me to do?” Philip Randolph told the President that we wanted him to
issue an unequivocal executive order to effectuate the speediest possible abolition
of discrimination in war industries and the armed forces.79

After the meeting, the March on Washington conference members were informed that

they were to confer on the text of a proposed executive order on June 24, 1941.
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Executive Order 8802 Issued

On June 25, 1941, Executive Order 8802 established the President’s Committee

on Fair Employment Practices. More importantly, the order specifically stated:

that there shall be no discrimination in the employment ofworkers in defense
industries or government because of race, creed, color, national origin... and that
employers and ... .labor organizations.... [were] to provide for the full and
equitable participation of all workers in defense industries, without discrimination
because of race, color, or national origin.

so

Therefore, the proposed March on Washington Movement was indeed a success;

however, this executive order did come at a price. The President had capitulated to the

demands ofA. Philip Randolph, for this, the President expected Randolph to rescind the

“call” to march on Washington. On June 28, 1941, Randolph announced over the radio

that the March on Washington had been “postponed.”

Effects of Executive Order 8802

Executive Order 8802 irrevocably changed the nation, a watershed event in

American history that has not been given its due credit. This can be said because the

effects of this order caused drastic change, both during the time of its issuance and in the

months and years preceding it. Executive Order 8802 was labeled by some as the “second

Emancipation Proclamation” because it created new opportunities for all minority groups

in the United States. In relation to the immediate defense of the nation this order had an

enormous effect. Not only did it bring necessary manpower into the industries mobilizing

for war, but it provided a previously “untapped” reserve of physically able men. This can
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be seen no clearer than when one views the total number of blacks who served during the

war’s peak in 1944. When examining these numbers, you find that there were roughly

700,000 blacks in the Army; 165,000 in the Navy; 17,000 in the Marines; and 5,000 in

the Coast Guard. In all, roughly one million African Americans served in the armed

forces, constituting roughly 6 percent of the entire American military.81

In the long run, one could argue that this order was as important, if not more

important, than any executive order or act of legislation in shaping the future events of

the United States post-1877. Although this order is not given the historical significance of

other governmental actions, like the use ofNational Guardsmen by President Eisenhower

to enforce Brown v. Board ofEducation (1957), the Civil Rights Act (1964), or the

Voters Rights Act (1965), it nonetheless was the foundation of change that allowed for

those significant events in American history to come into existence. Not only was it the

“stepping stone” that led to a path of great change, but the means by which Executive

Order 8802 came about provided a clear “blue print” for many of the successful strategies

used during the Civil Rights Movement. The future success of the Civil Rights

Movement clearly propagated and demonstrated the effectiveness of large non-violent

marches in democracies; however, had it not been for A. Philip Randolph’s proposed

March on Washington Movement, it is highly unlikely, that those future leaders of the

Civil Rights movement would have been as willing to use such demonstrations to force
O')

change. ~

Finally, Executive Order 8802 and the events and people surrounding its creation

are extremely important regarding the introduction of the first black United States
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Marines. Without Executive Order 8802 those first black Marines’ story, a truly

American story, would not have existed.



Chapter 3

“No Camouflage of Faces and Hands”
The Policies that created

Camp Montford Point

Executive Order 8802 allowed African Americans to enter the Marine Corps. Yet,

it did not dictate how black Marines would be used, or where they would be stationed. In

examining the creation ofMontford Point, a number of policies and events come into

focus that dictated the location and organization of the only all black recruit training

depot in the Marine Corps. In examining these events, and policies, it becomes clear that

the need to maintain segregation, not military efficiency, was the main concern of the

Marine Corps.

Although President Roosevelt signed Executive Order 8802 on June 25, 1941, the

first black recruits did not enter the Marine Corps until August 1942. Therefore, what was

the delay, and why did it take more than a year for African Americans to enter the Marine

Corps? To answer this question, one must only look to the testimony ofCommandant

Thomas Holcomb to the General Board of the Navy on January 23, 1942. Holcomb stated

that, the Marine Corps was already overwhelmed with white enlistees at training facilities

following the Pearl Harbor attack, and that the introduction of blacks would further

complicate and retard training. Holcomb clearly objected to the use of African Americans

in the Marine Corps. He stated that, “there would be a definite loss of efficiency in the

Marine Corps ifwe have to take Negroes.. ..”83 Moreover, Holcomb continued this

argument by stating that the loss of qualified non commissioned officers (NCOs) for the
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purpose of training black recruits would further limit Marine Corps capabilities, because

“[qualified NCOs] [could] not be spared ifwe are to be ready for immediate service with
^84the fleet.'5 It is true that the addition ofmore troops to training centers, which were

already at capacity, could further complicate the training process; his objections were

clearly based on racial prejudices. Holcomb believed that blacks only wanted to join the

Marine Corps because the Marine Corps did not want them. Holcomb stated, “the Negroe

race has every opportunity now to satisfy its aspirations for combat, in the Army—a very

much larger organization than the Navy or Marine Corps—and their desire to enter the

-85naval service is largely, I think, to break into a club that doesn't want them.

Furthermore, to make his position clearly known, Holcomb stated, “If it were a question

of having a Marine Corps of 5,000 whites or 250,000 Negroes, I would rather have the

??86whites.

Although Holcomb’s objections were noted, the President had already issued

Executive Order 8802, making it clear that the Department of the Navy would accept

blacks. Therefore, the Navy began a study to help decide how and where blacks could

serve throughout the Naval Services.

Titled General Board Study ofthe Enlistment ofmen ofthe colored race in other

than the Messman Branch, the directive of the study was to “determine to what additional

tasks or special assignments in the naval establishment enlisted men of the colored race

may be assigned without injecting into the whole personnel of the Navy the race

question.5’87 The study came to a number of historically interesting conclusions.

However, those pertinent to this study can be found under the sub-heading, “Colored
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composite battalions, commanded by white officers to be organized by the U.S. Marine

Corps.” Under this heading it was suggested that, “a composite negro battalion consisting

of infantry, anti aircraft, artillery, machine guns, 5”/ 50 caliber guns and other

components necessary to make it a self-sustained unit would have a strength of 1,000
%%gomen.” Furthermore, the study went on to suggest that “colored battalions could

unquestionably be developed in time.” It was, however, considered that “their value

generally for field service is gravely doubted” because, “the warfare for which the Marine

Corps is specifically designed and with which it is immediately faced, would prevent the

maintenance of the necessary segregation.” This was, “. ..because in war any combat unit

would be subject to such action losses as to require the distribution of the remaining

members of the unit among white units or the replacement of losses by white men.” The

sub-section concluded that, “colored composite battalions in the Marine Corps are

-,89considered to be practicable, but undesirable, as a wartime project.

Holcomb made his objections clearly known, and the General Board study

mentioned above reiterated them, but the Marine Corps had to accept blacks.90 However,

the Marine Corps did so grudgingly, and made sure that blacks would not train or be

stationed with whites. Therefore, a separate training facility was established that allowed

for both the training of black Marine enlistees, and the continued Marine Corps policy of

segregation. Where then would African Americans train and what would they train for?

The task of answering these questions fell to Colonel Ray A. Robison, director of

the Division of Plans and Policies (DP&P) Headquarters Marine. One early memo

submitted on February 19, 1942, called for two specific recommendations. These
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recommendations, “made in all seriousness,” called for the new black Marine recruits to

be trained in Alabama, with the “purchase [of] a small training area.” This in turn would

allow for the continued policy of segregation between white and black Marines, while

giving a “political gesture” to the area and representatives. The memo recommended that,

blacks be trained for special operations. It was argued, that a special battalion or “raider”

battalion could be formed after a year of training. Blacks were considered “ideal for night

„91raids” because “no camouflage of faces and hands would be necessary. These

recommendations were not carried out, but this memo does give some inference into the

mindset that would dictate the possible uses of blacks in the Marine Corps. This notion

becomes even clearer when one views the memorandum submitted by the Executive

Officer of DP&P to Commandant Holcomb.

Dated February 25, 1942, Col. Robinson recommended to Commandant

Holcomb, in a five part discussion, a possible location to train and a list ofjobs for the

new black recruits. It is important to note that, at this point in time, the Marine Corps did

not have a Messman or a Steward Branch organized under its operational details.

Therefore, they could not, as did the Navy, merely inject the new black recruits into these

units of operations. Instead, the Marine Corps would have to “find a place” for the

thousands of new black enlistees. The Robinson- Holcomb memo began with a question

and statement. It asked “where men of the colored race can be assigned in other than the

messman branch,” and where the assignment of these men would not “inject into the

whole personnel of the Navy the race question?” It then acknowledged that a “minimum

number of 1000 men [were] to be considered and the maximum number to be
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approximately 10 percent of the maximum probable ultimate strength of the enlisted

force of the Marine Corps.”92

After this opening, a number of recommendations followed that dictated the

training and use of black recruits. The second section of the memo stated that, black

Marines could not serve aboard naval ships “afloat.. ..until or unless” the Navy began to

admit blacks to combat ships. This was because “the assignment ofNegro Marines to

ships other than those manned by [all] negroes would most certainly inject the race

question.” As far as using black Marines “ashore,” the memo found that it would be

“difficult to assign them to shore stations of the naval districts where the race question

would not be involved.” Section (3) of the memo recommended that black recruits be

“organized into a composite battalion consisting of infantry, maintenance personnel,

antiaircraft batteries, and such other weapons and material as may be necessary for the

ultimate employment of such a composite battalion in its entirety in defense of some

-93island.

The final two sections of the memo recommend that, “this class ofMarine” be

sent to a “part of the New River area to the westward ofJacksonville which now has...

five barracks buildings occupied by negro CCC.” 94 Moreover, it was stated that these

facilities could handle the initial 1,000 recruits, and could be “ultimately expanded to

care for a possible total of 6,000.” DP&P chose this location because it was in very close

proximity to the recently established Marine Corps Barracks at New River. As stated in

the memo, “located in this area these negro Marines would be separated from the other

[white] Marines, but would still have the facilities at New River for training purposes.”
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The final section stated that “all enlisted [men] [were] to be given their recruit training at

the place where they are to be permanently located for training as indicated above.”95

It is important to note the extreme significance of this document. First, the

recommendations found within, initially, dictated how every black Marine would be used

and trained during World War II. Second, it established where black Marine recruits

would be trained. Third, and most importantly, this document shows how it was the

Marine Corps’ need to uphold segregation policy that dictated where and how blacks

were to be stationed and used, not a need for military efficiency.

Nevertheless, the Department of the Navy issued a press release on April 7, 1942,

titled, “Navy to Accept Negroes for General Service.” The release stated that “negro

volunteers [would] be accepted for enlistments for general service in the reserve

components of the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Marine Corps, and the U.S. Coast Guard.”

Moreover, the release stated “that all three branches of the Naval Service will be opened

to them, and recruiting is to be begun as soon as a suitable training station is

established.” A further point found within the release stated that “the same physical and
„96mental entrance standards required of all Navy personnel is to be required ofNegroes.

Prior to this release, a decision was made to construct a “temporary” camp for black

Marine Corps recruits. Eventually named Camp Montford Point, the camp was situated

on the New River in eastern North Carolina. The Quartermaster of the Marine Corps

allocated $750,000 in funds for the purchase and the creation of new facilities and

barracks on the grounds of the previously established CCC site.97 Initially, the Marine
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Corps planned for camp to be occupied by forty-four white officers, 160 white NCOs,

and 1200 Negro recruits.98

Now that the Marine Corps had a “suitable training’ facility in construction,

orders were given to allow for the enlistment of “colored troops.” A clear break from the

past, this directive confused some recruiters. One example of this confusion was noted by

Evans in “These are the Brave.” Evans noted that this order was “followed by a letter to

the Commandant from a recruiting officer asking what the new procedure was to be in

regards to negro applicants.” The recruiter wrote that, in the past, ‘"they had ...

Followjed] the approved procedure ofmaking all possible attempts to discourage negro

applicants and if the applicant insisted in taking the examinations, the medical examiner

„99
was instructed to ‘disqualify' these negro volunteers in any manner possible.

On May 20, 1942, the Department of the Navy issued a second press release. It

stated that the Marines planned for the immediate recruitment of “Negroes.” And that,

“the first battalions ofNegroes, numbering about 900, will be enlisted in the U.S. Marine

Corps Reserve during the months of June and July....” These initial volunteers would

form “...a composite battalion” which included “artillery, anti-aircraft, machine guns,

tank and infantry.” The release also stated that the Marine Corps wanted qualified

personal in “various trades and occupations” that included “radio operators, electricians,

accountants, carpenters, draftsmen, band musicians, riggers and blacksmiths.” The press

release ended by stating that recruits would be placed on an “inactive duty status,” until

„ioo
their training facility was completed “in the vicinity ofNew River, NC.
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On May 25, 1942, the Commandant of the Marine Corps issued a memorandum

to most District Commanders in charge of recruiting. In it there were specific orders

regarding the recruitment of blacks. The memo stated that on June 1, 1942, the Marine

Corps would, “begin the enlistment of colored male citizens... .between the ages of 17

and 29 for service in a combat organization.”101 Those accepted were to be considered

part of the Marine Corps reserve, and District Commanders were not to order any

“colored reservists to active duty until specifically directed to do so by [his]

"102
Headquarters. A final point in the memorandum told all recruiting officers to “stamp

on the front cover of the service record book the word ‘COLORED,’” in order to

differentiate between white and black recruits.103 Following the call for an initial 900

black Marine recruits, the Eastern and Central Divisions in charge of recruiting were

expected to gain a quota of200 black recruits each; whereas, the Southern Division of

Recruiting was to procure a quota of 500 to fulfill the initial request of 900 men. At the

onset, this seemed like an easy task; however, procuring these numbers became more

difficult than one would think.

Recruitment of African Americans

The Marine Corps was racially exclusive since its founding. It had no experience

in the command or use ofAfrican American troops, let alone their recruitment. General

Ray A. Robinson remembered that the thought of using black troops in the Marine Corps

was both a foreign and menacing idea. He recalled:

It just scared us to death when the colored were put on it. I went over to Selective
Service and saw Gen. Hershey, and he turned me over to a Lieutenant Colonel
[Campbell C. Johnson]—that was in April—and he was one grand person. I told
him, ‘Eleanor [Mrs. Roosevelt] says we gotta take in Negroes, and we are just
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scared to death, we’ve never had any in, we don’t know how to handle them, we
are afraid of them.’ He said, ‘I’ll do my best to help you get good ones. I’ll get the
word around that if you want to die young, join the Marines. So anybody that
joins is got to be pretty good!’ And it was the truth. We got some awfully good
Negroes. 104

Whether or not the first African Americans who enlisted in the Marine Corps were given

this recruiting pitch, many joined. The first black men to officially enlist in the United

States Marine Corps were Alfred Masters and George O. Thompson (June 1). They were

shortly followed by George W. James, John E.L. Tillman (June 2), Leonard Bums (June

105
3) and Edward A. Culp (June 5).

Although large numbers ofAfrican Americans volunteered for enlistment, large

numbers did not pass the stringent qualifications expected of Marine Corps recruits.

Whether or not this was completely intentional remains to be seen, but there is definite

evidence that the Marine Corps was overly selective.

In a memorandum dated June 23, 1942, the Sec. of the Navy and Commandant

Holcomb discussed this pattern. The Commandant noted, “a fair interest was shown

throughout the Eastern, Southern and Central Recruiting Divisions and there [were] [a]

considerable number of applicants who applied.”106 But, “physical and mental

examinations quickly deleted most of the original applicants.” Furthermore, the

Commandant did note that “negro colleges, high schools and institutions have assured

our recruiting officers that there should be no difficulty in securing or in fulfilling our

,-107
Yet, at that time they were far under the number of “acceptable”requirements.

recruits. A memo, dated June 18, stated that the Marine Corps had only enlisted a total of

108
sixty-three African Americans into the Marine Corps Reserve.
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Although Camp Montford Point officially activated on August 18, 1942, as the

Headquarters and Service Battery of the 51st Composite Defense Battalion under the

command ofColonel Samuel A. Woods, the initial 900 hundred man quota had not been

met. What were the reasons for this delay in procuring a mere 900 hundred men when the

country was ready to face the immediate and pressing needs ofwar?

In answering this question, there are a number of factors and explanations. The

first and most obvious explanation can be found in the fact that the Army had a long

history of using blacks for military purposes. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to suggest

that with a tradition of service in this branch, some blacks selected the Army over the

Marine Corps. A second explanation could be that the Army’s sheer size, and the

multitude of positions needed to be filled, siphoned off large numbers of eligible black

men to fill its ranks. A third reason could be that the Marine Corps did not know how to

recruit blacks. A fourth reason was that the Marine Corps, initially, limited some of the

positions available to blacks. Although they did make a general call to service for all

positions, the Marine Corps wanted recruits who could fulfill immediate needs. It was

imperative, in the initial phases of opening Camp Montford Point, that the first recruits

already possess some sort of professional skill. They needed men who were already

trained cooks, bakers, barbers, accountants, typists, truck drivers, electricians, and

radiomen, to help facilitate the activation of the camp. It would do the Marine Corps no

good to have 900 men arrive, who not only lacked military training, but who had no

professional skills as well. A final and important explanation could go to the examination

process by which blacks were held. As one recruiting officer noted, the reason that the
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first 900 men had not been procured could be found in the stringency of qualifications

expected of these first blacks. He stated, “it is doubtful if even white recruits could be

109procured with the qualifications" expected of the black volunteers.

The First to Enter Montford Point

Regardless of such setbacks in the procurement of the initial quota, black Marines

did begin to show up for training. On August 26, 1942, Howard P. Perry was the first

black Marine recruit to enter the gates ofCamp Montford point. Following Perry on that

historic day were Jerome D. Alcorn, Willie B Cameron, Otto Cherry, Lawrence S.

Cooper, Harold O. Ector, Eddie Lee, Ulysses J. Lucas, Robert S. Parks, Jr., Edward

Polin, Jr., Emerson E. Roberts, Gilbert C. Rousan, and James O. Stallworth. In the early

days of Camp Montford Point, these first black Marine recruits were broken down,

notrained, and indoctrinated by a staffof 23 white officers and 90 white enlisted men.

Over the following weeks, more men began to show up for training; though still

not in the numbers that had been initially projected. The Marine Corps had hoped to have

roughly 1,200 black recruits to call upon by August 1, 1942. Of these initial 1,200, 900

would be activated for immediate training, with the remaining 300 being called upon in

October. This, however, did not occur. As was noted in a memorandum, dated October

29, 1942, to Commandant Holcomb from the DP&P regarding the enlistment of “colored

personnel” in the Marine Corps Reserve, only 647 blacks were recruited.111 Furthermore,

of those 647 recruits, only 428 had been activated, while the other 219 remained on

inactive status. The memo stated that blacks were not being procured at the expected rate

because of “stringent qualification standards.” Moreover, the letter also made a
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recommendation that in order to keep the “necessary” policy of segregation intact, black

Marine recruits vying for various specialist jobs, should not be sent to white specialist

facilities. As stated in the memo, “[do] not send the negro recruit to the specialist school,

unless there is a colored school available, but send instructors to the negro camp to

conduct the special schools required.” 112

Executive Order 9279 Issued

The problem of procuring adequate numbers of black troops, in regards to their

projected quotas, was a problem faced not only by the Marine Corps. Although the

procurement of black troops on a voluntary basis did increase, they did not increase at the

projected rates. In an effort to help solve this problem, President Roosevelt issued

Executive Order 9279 on December 5, 1942. Executive Order 9279 placed the Selective

Service System under the authority of the War Manpower Commission. The order stated

that the purpose of this shift in policy was to provide for the “most effective mobilization

and utilization of the national manpower and to eliminate...possible waste ofmanpower

due to disruptive recruitment....” Furthermore, Section (3) of the order stated, “the

Secretary ofWar and the Secretary of the Navy shall, after consultation with the

Chairman, determine the number ofmen required to be selected each month in order to

fulfill the total respective requirements of the Army and Navy as approved by the

President.”113 The overall purpose of the order was, in fact, to mobilize all ofAmerica's

resources for the successful prosecution of the war. However, this executive order

affected all troops, because it forced military planners to accept recruits through the draft
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process. Therefore, blacks would have to make up roughly 10 percent of all men fighting

in the American military.114

The Marine Corps could no longer limit the service of black men to the initial call

of 1,200, nor could it restrict possible black recruits to anything but the standards set

forth by the Selective Service Act. Instead, the Corps was forced, once again, to accept

blacks in greater numbers than it had ever wanted or anticipated. The Marine Corps faced

a new problem. Prior to 1942 and Executive Order 9279, the Marine Corps had planned

for the induction and procurement of 1,200 black Marines, as required by the Navy

General Board. The initial 1,200 African Americans were to form the 51st Composite

Defense Battalion. After the issuance of Executive Order 9279, the Marine Corps was

expected to induct some 15,400 new black recruits by December alone, roughly 13 times

the number ofmen they had previously expected. Although this quota was never met

because the draft calls were never completely filled, by December 1943, 9,916 African

Americans were called into Marine Corps service.115

The unexpected influx of black troops created new problems ranging from where

to station the additional troops, to finding new tasks for them to perform. This meant that

a number of new plans, policies, and recommendations were developed and instituted to

facilitate the use of these men.

New Policies

One set of recommendations that became policy are found in a memorandum

from Colonel S.A. Woods to the Director of Plans and Policies, dated January, 29, 1943.

In this memorandum, a number of suggestions were made that helped dictate the use and
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organization of the new draftees. The main recommendations found within the memo

suggested that a Messman branch and a Steward branch be created at Camp Montford

Point to handle the influx of new men. The memo stated that the 51st Composite Defense

Battalion could, “carry on [the] handling of colored personnel through February and

March, without very much outside assistance," and that by March, a new 1,000 man

camp would be ready to be filled by the Mess attendant school and the Steward school.116

Therefore, the “general scheme” was to assign recruits to platoons as they arrived. They

would then be examined physically, outfitted, and assessed through General

Classification Testing. Once these procedures occurred, recruits would then begin a

twenty-four day period of initial recruit training, followed by a four week period of rifle

training. After completion of these phases, the men would then be transferred to one of

three possible units, the Messman branch, a combat unit, or a pioneer infantry unit.

Those who volunteered for the Messman branch were trained at Montford Point by

specialists from outside bases. After graduation, they had the option to go into the

Officers Cooks and Steward School or general service. Those who did not volunteer for

the Messman branch were transferred to either a combat unit or a newly established

“pioneer” infantry unit.117 They were placed into these units on the basis of their

Classification Testing. Those who classified as average or above were placed in combat

units, while those who placed below average were sent into the “pioneer” units. The

memo stated that it was assumed that “a large proportion of practically illiterate laborers

and field hands” would be provided through the draft. This meant that a large number of
• 118

these incoming men were expected to place into the “pioneer” units.
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The influx of new black draftees forced Camp Montford Point to undergo

numerous reorganizations and changes. By the end of January 1943, the first black non¬

commissioned officers (NCOs) were appointed as assistant cooks for duties on the base.

As far as reorganization and the policies concerning the ever changing Camp Montford

Point, one must only look to a letter from the Commandant of the Marine Corps, dated

March 20, 1943. This letter not only detailed a new organizational structure for black

units, but it also stated policies regarding the use of black troops, and suggested how to

119command them.

Section (2) of the Commandant's letter discussed how “colored personnel" would

be employed, and in what organizational structure. Blacks were to be employed in one of

the following six groups: the Messman Branch, the Organized Combat Unit, the Motor

Transport Unit, a Special Detachment for Marine Corps Activities in the United States, a

Guard Detachment for United States Naval Activities, or a Depot Company. The

previously suggested plan for “pioneer infantry units" (labor units) was not dropped,

instead they were renamed Depot Companies. Section (4) of the letter described how

black NCOs were to be procured. It stated that it will be the Marines Corps' “aim.. .to use

the maximum practicable number [of blacks] in combat units,” and that the problem in

doing so was the result of a “lack of [black] noncommissioned officers.” To deal with this

problem, “every effort will be made to locate Negroes having the requisite qualities of

intelligence, education, and leadership to become noncommissioned officers." And that,

“once located they will be trained and promoted as rapidly as they can qualify for higher

,.120
positions.
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The Marine Corps instituted this process for two reasons. First, it was a feasible

way to find blacks who could fulfill the many NCO positions made available through its

size increase. Second, the Marine Corps wanted to ensure that the mandated segregation

policy of units was upheld. Therefore, once enough qualified black NCOs had been

procured, all non-essential white enlisted men could be transferred to other (white)

locations, allowing for black Marines to, more or less, be self maintained. This is further

supported in Section (5), where the letter made it clear that the “mixing ofwhite and

colored enlisted personnel within the same unit will be avoided, except as may be

temporarily necessary in providing white noncommissioned officers. Plans should

contemplate relief of those white noncommissioned officers as rapidly as colored
191 •

noncommissioned officers can be qualified." Regardless of the motivation that created

this policy, it was a success. And by the summer of 1943, most black recruits were

trained by black Drill Instructors or a combination of both white and black DIs. This

policy produced many excellent black NCOs. Included among them are notables such as:

Gilbert “Hashmark" Johnson, John T. Pridgen, George A. Jackson, Charles F. Anderson,

and Charles W. Simmons.122

The Commandant’s letter also made it clear that segregation would be the key

concern in assigning black Marines for guard duties. Section (5) stated, “the Marine

Corps will endeavor to conform to the action taken by the Navy in their assignment of

colored personnel to stations. To avoid mixed guards, colored personnel for this duty will
123

be assigned...in sufficient numbers to relieve all white Marines.”
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The letter made other recommendations concerning the command of black troops.

These considerations were based on Army policies, because it had a “long experience...

[in] regard[s] to [the use of] Negros” in military organizations. Section (7A) stated that:

Successful units were commanded by excellent to superior white officers who
were firm but sympathetic with their men, and who thoroughly knew their
individual and racial characteristics and temperaments. These officers once
assigned were not changed. The success of a Negro organization has depended
largely on the personality of its commanding officers. It has taken this
commander many months to gain their loyalty but once it is gained, they follow
his leadership without question. Where one commander has been replaced by
another officer of equal ability, it has taken the latter many months to gain their
loyalty. In view of this characteristic, great care should be exercised in the initial
choice of officers assigned to colored units, and, once assigned, every effort
should be made to retain them in that organization.124

After reading this statement, it becomes clear that there was a sense of paternalism

expressed in military thinking with regards to the command of black troops. However, it

is also important to note that, regardless of race once trust has been earned by a leader, in

most any organization, a transfer of that trust is very difficult to achieve. This is not a

phenomenon known only to the black race; rather it speaks to the overall human

condition. Individuals are unlikely to follow anyone until they have had shared

experiences that prove a leader's worth to the individual.

Moreover, the letter went on to make it clear that segregation was the only way to

obtain unit success. Section (7B) argued that black formations could only be successful if

they were staffed by black NCOs and that “in nearly all cases to intermingle colored and
-125white enlisted personnel in the same organization has led to trouble and disorder.

The Commandant’s letter ended with three acute explanations regarding “most

racial disturbances in the military establishment.” The first was a lack of discipline. It
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was, however, noted that if the Marine Corps maintained “...the same discipline among

colored troops as for the other Marines, [there will be no] trouble from this source.” A

second was due to a lack of recreational facilities. The letter stated that the Marine Corps

should make every attempt to make “equal in all respects” the quality of recreational

facilities on base. It was further noted that the majority of incidents regarding this reason

were due to a lack of equal facilities off base, where “sufficient desirable recreational

facilities for members of the colored race” did not exist. As a result, blacks were forced

“by necessity to go to places which they would not frequent of their own choice.” This

problem, however, was one that only local towns and cities could solve. The only

deterrent the Marine Corps had in preventing such problems was the “extensive use of

highly trained military police, both white and colored.” The letter ended by stating that

the “Negro Press” was the final cause ofmost racial disturbances. Although the Marine

Corps itself could not “limit the publications of inflammatory articles by the Negro

??126press,” it could supply “the Negro press with suitable materials for publication.

Therefore, these guidelines became official Marine Corps policy on May 14,

1943, when Commandant Holcomb issued Letter of Instruction No. 421 (L.I.N 421).127

The letter ordered all commanding officers in the Marine Corps to follow the policies

found within the March 20 letter. L.I.N. 421 also specified two new guidelines. These

can be seen in Sections (3) and (4) of the letter. Section (3) stated that “it is essential that

in no case shall, there be colored noncommissioned officers senior to white men in the

„128
same unit, and desirable that few, if any, be of the same rank. Section (4) stated:
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Subject to the above provision, promotion of colored personnel is authorized in
the same manner as applicable to all Marines. In cases where, for example, a
colored corporal is qualified for promotion to sergeant prior to the time all white
corporals in the unit have been replaced by colored ones, recommendations will
be made to this Headquarters, and if the recommendation is approved, the man
will be transferred to a post where his services can be utilized in the higher rank.
The same procedure will be followed through all the ranks until only colored
noncommissioned officers are employed in all colored units....

After examining these two sections, it becomes clear that the Marine Corps did not want

129

any blacks in positions of authority over whites, regardless, of how inefficient this policy

was.

Yet, regardless of the motivations behind Marine Corps policy, L.I.N. 421 did

make it clear that, regardless of race, the Marine Corps expected nothing but excellence

from those who wore the Globe and Anchor. As stated in Section (8) of L.I.N. 421:

All Marines are entitled to the same rights and privileges under Navy Regulations.
The colored Marines have been carefully trained and indoctrinated. They can be
expected to conduct themselves with propriety and become a credit to the Marine
Corps. All men must be made to understand that it is their duty to guide and assist
these men to conduct themselves properly, and to set them an example in conduct
and deportment.

Following the issuance of these instructions, the Marine Corps had its official policy on

130

the use and promotion of black personnel.

After examining the General Board Study conducted by the Navy; the

recommendations by Colonel Robinson to Commandant Holcomb, dated February 25,

1942; the recommendations from Colonel Woods to DP&P, dated January 29, 1943; the

letter from the Commandant, dated March 20, 1943; and Letter of Instruction No. 421,

dated May 14, 1943; it is evident that the major policy concern of the Marine Corps in

relation to the use of blacks was segregation. Some have suggested, both during the war
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years and later, that the Marine Corps was merely trying to limit “racial friction” and

incidents that would have occurred had white and black races been housed and trained

together. Whether or not such incidents would have occurred at dramatic enough rates to

truly hamper the effectiveness of the Marine Corps is unclear. However, what is clear is

that the Marine Corps policies regarding the use and implementation of African

American troops were based on discriminatory practices. These practices put an emphasis

on color, rather than usefulness or efficiency. This is evident when one examines the

above mentioned letters and recommendations, in that there is a progression in plans and

policies regarding black Marines. In examining this progression, it becomes clear that the

Marine Corps did not emphasize efficiency or preparedness as the main concerns

surrounding black recruits. Rather, it implemented and changed policy regarding the

induction and use of blacks to deal with the dictates (the forced acceptance ofAfrican

Americans to its ranks through Executive Order 8802 and the forced acceptance of

recruits through the Selective Service System) put forth by the Executive Office. The

Marine Corps did not attempt to supersede those dictates, nor did it attempt to be

progressive in its official policy. Instead, its point of emphasis regarding black Marines

during this period seems to have been similar to the main question/concem of the Navy

General Board meeting. The Marine Corps focused on “how to use black Marines

without injecting into the whole personnel” of the Marine Corps the race question.
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Combat Battalions and Support Companies

Although Marine Corps policies regarding race were not officially instituted until

May 14, 1943, accelerated training and promotions had been in place for some time.

After months of training, the 51st Defense Battalion deployed for service overseas. On

February 11, 1944, the merchant ship SS Meteor made way from San Diego to the Ellice

Islands, where the 51st relieved the 7th Defense Battalion. Prior, to the deployment, a

second combat unit for black Marines formed on December 15, 1943. Designated the

52nd Defense Battalion, its units trained in a similar fashion as that of the 51st. The 52nd

Defense Battalion deployed on August 24, 1944, when they encamped at Camp

Pendleton until September 21, 1944. Following a short stay at Pearl Harbor, the 52nd

disembarked for the Marshall Island group on October 17, 1944.131 Although these were

the only two units of black Marines intended for combat use, they were, ironically, the

only ones to see little to no combat. The two groups that did experience a great deal of

combat were the Depot Companies and Ammunition Companies.

Depot Companies and Ammunition Companies were created to carry out the

logistical support and supply of combat units. In fulfilling these two tasks, these

companies experienced some of the most brutal fighting in all ofWorld War II. These

two types of companies differed in a variety ofways; however, the most prominent of

these was the type and specificity of training. Depot Companies spent only a few weeks

training in their area of specialty before being deployed; whereas, Ammunition

Companies spent a few months, on average, training before being deployed. This

difference was due to the dangers surrounding the task of loading, storing, sorting,
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unloading, and handling ammunition and ordinance.

Now that the policies surrounding the creation, the use, and the training of the

first black United States Marines has been examined, it is now possible to consider the

effect of these policies on the individual African American male. To do so oral histories

were collected and examined.



Chapter 4

The Journey to Camp Montford Point

Previous chapters of this thesis discussed how African Americans joined the

Marine Corps. In those chapters, a series of events and policies were examined that

determined the fate of thousands of black men. However, what has not been examined are

the men themselves. Therefore, the following chapters will attempt to address and

explore the question of “who were these men?” To do so, various methods and resources

will be used to help understand how policies affected individual black Marines. This

chapter will focus on their trip to Montford Point and the various experiences and

encounters they had upon entering military life. Before any such exploration can begin, it

is important to have a broad description on the characteristics and the makeup of the first

black Marines. To accomplish this task, a quantitative analytical study was conducted.

Quantitative Analysis

Quantitative analysis has long been used in fields regarding science and business,

but only in recent decades has it made a transition into historical study. Although

statistical research has been used for many years by historians, the historical field has not

implemented it to its fullest capabilities. In regards to this work, quantitative analysis has

been used to help more fully describe the first black Marines. In applying quantitative

analysis to this overall study of the first black Marines, patterns can be identified with

supporting data that otherwise could not be made. Therefore, what is the focus of this

study? In what method was this data collected? What are the units ofmeasure? What can
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be gained from this method?

This study’s focus is on the shared experiences of the men who entered into Camp

Montford Point for recruit training between 1942, and 1945. Although this study’s

sample size, thirty-nine black Marines and one white officer, is small, it does give some

insight into the type ofman who was trained and stationed at Montford Point. By

examining this group, we gain a perspective into the overall shared experiences of the

first black United States Marines. In describing these men, a number of interesting

characteristics come into focus that range from age to education prior to enlistment. By

examining such characteristics, a greater understanding of these men develops, which

will aid in recognizing their significance to American history.

This study is only possible because of the oral histories collected by Dr. McLaurin

and his interview team. Conducted from 2001 to 2005, the team recorded these oral

histories during various trips to annual Montford Point Marine Corps veterans meetings

and individual recording sessions. Of these interviews, only forty are pertinent to this

study, because they served during the World War II years. It was possible to develop a

“code book” for the oral histories because they all shared a similar format and a base set

of questions. Based on the answering of these shared questions, a number of similarities

and differences become visible among the forty men analyzed. These questions are of

profound significance when placed in conjunction with other source materials. The

interviewees’ stories, recollections, and interpretations are important because they

provide a glimpse into the first years in which blacks were allowed to participate in the

United States Marine Corps.
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Some basic descriptions of these men must be explored. By doing so, a clearer

picture as to who they were develops. To accomplish this task, five variables will be

analyzed: Age, Year Joined USMC, How they Joined the USMC, Region of Origin, and

Education Prior to Service.

Table 1: Age Upon Entering the USMC

Number ofMenAge Percent

17 7 17.5

18 15 37.5

19 2 5.0

22 1 2.5

N/A 15 37.5

Total 40 100.0

Source: Quantitative Analysis ofMcLaurin Interviews. Original Research.

Note: Fifteen of the men in the McLaurin interviews did not give an age upon entering the USMC. Therefore, this information is listed
as not available (N/A)

As can be seen in Table 1, the men in this study ranged from the ages of seventeen to

twenty-two. Furthermore, of the men with applicable data, fifteen were eighteen years of

age, making it the mean, median, and mode for participants in this study. Moreover,

when examining this data, it is important to note, that twenty-two of the men were

eighteen years of age or younger. This means that 55 percent of the men in this study,

could be considered very young.
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Table 2: Year Joined the USMC

Year Joined Number ofMen Percent

1941 1 2.5

1942 22.59

55.01943 22

7.51944 3

3 7.51945

N/A 5.02

100Total 40

Source: Quantitative Analysis of McLaurin Interviews. Original Research.

As can be seen in Table 2, the majority of the men in this study joined the Marine Corps

in 1943. These results can be attributed to Executive Order 9279. This order placed the

Selective Service System under the authority of the War Manpower Commission, which

began drafting large numbers of American men in 1943.

When examined in relation to the third variable regarding this study, “How they

Joined the USMC,” it becomes clear that the Selective Service process played an

extensive role. Of the thirty-eight men with viable data, thirty-seven were draftees. The

majority of these draftees, twenty-two, were called into service in 1943.
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Table 3: Year Joined the USMC by How Joined the USMC

How Joined the USMC

TotalVolunteered Selected USMC after Placed in USMC by

being Drafted Draft

Year Joined USMC

1941 1 0 0 1

1 91942 0 8

1943 0 15 7 22

31944 0 1 2

30 21945 2

38Total 26 II1

Source: Quantitative Analysis of McLaurin Interviews. Original Research.

Note: Ofthe forty interviews conducted by McLaurin. thirty-eight provided the year in which they joined the Marine Corps, two did
not. Therefore, those two were left out of Table 3 and are considered not available.

The reason that some men selected the Marine Corps over other branches of the

military after being drafted depended wholly on each individual. As can be seen in Table

3, twenty-six men selected the Marine Corps after being drafted. They did so for a variety

of reasons.

Some selected to join the Marine Corps to wear the “Dress Blues.” One Montford

Point Marine recalled, “[I] saw these uniforms” and “fell in love with those

uniforms...Just look how it looks. It's got some red in it, it’s got some blue. It’s just

Another noted, “I saw the [Marine Corps] uniform and that grabbed me.”13395 132beautiful.

Others selected the Marine Corps because it was considered the most prestigious,

and the toughest of the armed services. One Montford Point Marine stated, “I wanted a

strong outfit to go into, that would help me [be] strong. And give me an opportunity to

strengthen my life.. .1 wanted to be a part of the best.”134 Another recalled that when
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given the choice between the Army or the Marine Corps, he and a friend chose the

Marine Corps because “that's the toughest thing going.”135

Still others selected the Marine Corps for different reasons. These reasons varied

from patriotism to a wager gone bad. As far as the wager gone awry scenario, this

distinction belongs to Lorenzo Felder. As a young man, Felder worked in a Post Office

building that housed a Recruiting Office for the Marine Corps. Felder made a “15 cent”

bet with some of his co-workers that he would not attempt to sign up for the Marine

Corps. He stated, “[it] didn't bother me 'cause, I knew blacks was not being taken by the

Marine Corps.” However, upon arrival at the recruiting office, the Sergeant asked him to

fill out a piece of paper, stating “why he wanted to become a Marine.” After giving the

paper back, and still “thinking this [was] just a joke with him (the Sergeant),” he was

asked to stand in a line. He saw a few whites being rejected and he figured that he was in

the clear, thinking that “if they were rejected, I know I’m going to be rejected.” Yet, he

was not rejected, he went through the examination and at the end, “when they finished

they stopped, [and] [stamped] an OK on my hand.” Shocked, he asked, '‘Hey, what’s

this?” The recruiter said that, he had passed the physical and that “he was now ready to

become a Marine.” As Felder recalled, he was sworn in “right on the spot” and was “left

136dumbfounded” wondering what he had done to himself.

Others selected the Marine Corp because they simply did not want to join the

Army or the Navy. One Montford Point Marine stated, “I knew the Navy weren’t

recruiting Blacks (for combat), but at the same time, they [would] put you in the stewards

branch, and I felt that this was demeaning, and I wasn’t going into a branch of service
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55137[to] shine pots and pans, and cook food. Another Montford Point Marine selected the

Marine Corps because, “It was just the fact that everyone, in my age group at that time

was going into the Army. And so I decided that, I didn't want to go into to the Army, so I

?}138chose the Marines. Regardless, of the reasons they joined the Marines, they were all

about to face a life altering experience in the days and months ahead.

Table 4: Region ofOrigin

Region ofOrigin Number ofMen Percent

South 24 60.0

North East 8 20.0

Central 10.04

D.C. 4 10.0

Total 40 100.0

Source: Quantitative Analysis ofMeLaurin Interviews. Original Research.

A fourth and important variable found within this study deals with geographical locale or

region of origin. As can be seen from Table 4, 24, or 60 percent of those found within

this study came from the South. The second highest region of origin was from the North

East with 8, or 20 percent. The Central and D.C. regions were equal with 4, or 10 percent.

In regards to the recruitment ofAfrican Americans, these numbers were not surprising.

The Marine Corps expected a large percentage of their black inductees to come from the

South. This was due to the fact that the majority of the country's black populace lived

south of the Mason-Dixon Line. This fact is important when one views the fifth and final
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characteristics, education prior to enlistment.

As previously discussed in the memorandum from Colonel S.A. Woods to the

Director of Plans and Policies, dated January 29, 1943, the Marine Corps expected the

incoming draftees to score in the lower categories of the General Classification Test

(GCT). Unfortunately, an exact breakdown of black Marine Corps draftees by General

Classification Test category is unavailable for the war period. However, a breakdown of

some 15,000 black enlisted men that was compiled ten weeks after V-J Day is available.

139Included in these 15,000 were many of those who were drafted during the war.

Table 5: African American Scoring on GCT after V-J Day

GCT Category Number ofMen Percent

1 16.00 II

IT 5.14771.00

24.08III 3612.00

59.63IV 8945.00

11.04V 1656.00

100.0Total 15000.00

Source: Percentages found in Morris MacGregor, Defense Studies: Integration ofthe Armed Forces. 1940-1965. (Washington, D.C.:
Center ofMilitary History United States Army, 1981). 104.

As can be seen in Table 5, more than 11,000, or roughly 70 percent, of the 15,000 black

enlisted men scored in the two lowest (IV, V) categories.140 More revealing, however, is

that only 5 percent, or 787 of the 15,000, managed to score in the two highest (I, II)

categories. This meant that of those 15,000 men, roughly 95 percent scored at or below
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average.

Although this study cannot verify the McLaurin interviewee’s scores on the GCT,

it can suggest the extent of education they received prior to entering the Marine Corps.

Furthermore, when comparing the “Level of Education Prior to Enlistment” characteristic

to the “Region of Origin” characteristic, a number of interesting relationships become

apparent.

Table 6: Education Prior to Enlistment by Region of Origin

Education Prior to
Enlistment:

Region ofOrigin

South Northeast Central DC. Total

Middle Grades/Junior High School (4'h-8'h Grades) 6 0 1 0 7

Some High School, Did Not Graduate

I 0 0 4
3

High School Graduate
7 5 1 3 16

Some College or Technical School
6 1 1 1 9

Graduated College or Technical School 0 1 0 0 1

N/A 2 0 1 0 3

Total
24 8 4 4 40

Source: Quantitative Analysis ofMcLaurin Interviews. Original Research.

Note: In regards to Table 7, the only College graduate w as Anthony Caputo, the only white male found within this study . Therefore
he was not counted in these results.

As can be seen in Table 6, of the twelve men found in the North East and Central regions,

eight graduated from at least High School or began some form of higher education. In the
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South, this level of education was only obtained by thirteen of a possible twenty-four

men. That is to say, that 67 percent of those analyzed from the North East and Central

regions were high school graduates, whereas only 54 percent of those from the South

obtained this level of education. That which is more revealing, regarding the men from

the South is that 6 of the 24, or 25 percent, never made it to high school, and 3 of 24, or

12.5 percent, never made it through high school. This meant that 9 of 24, or roughly 38

percent, did not have any high school education. Any number of variables could explain,

on a percentage basis, why those from the South did not obtain the same level of

education as those from the North East and Central regions; however, these results are

most likely attributable to the segregation policies that were found and practiced in the

South.

Generalizations

With these five basic variables examined, generalizations and observations can be

made regarding this group of forty men. First, the men found within this study are young,

with a mean age of only eighteen. Second, most are African American. Third, the

majority of the men found within this study joined the Marine Corps in 1943, after likely

having been drafted through the Selective Service process. Fourth, of the thirty-nine

African Americans in this study, twenty-six elected to serve in the Marine Corps by

choice. This means that roughly 67 percent of the men in this study decided to become a

Marine for some other reason than simply being assigned to its ranks. Fifth, most of the

men in this study were from the South (60 percent), a percentage that increases to 70

percent if one were to add the District ofColumbia to this total. Sixth, this study shows
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that 38 percent of those recruits who came from the South had no High School education,

a far greater amount than the North East (all had some High School education) or Central

regions (one had no High School education).

The men found within this study tended to be young, African American draftees,

who were, more than likely, from southern regions of the United States. If from the

South, they were more likely to have less formal education than non-Southern African

Americans. However, this does not mean that all black enlistees were uneducated. Many

black professionals joined the Marine Corps at the onset of recruitment. Among these

men were doctors, lawyers, accountants, and ministers. But with the introduction of

draftees from the Selective Service System, highly educated individuals were less

frequent.

Experiences of the First Black Marines

It was the policy of the Marine Corps to place blacks on inactive duty status until

called upon. Upon being called into service, the recruit boarded a train or bus and

proceeded to Camp Montford Point. Although this overall process was similar for most

black recruits, the “experience” of getting there was different for each.

For a southern black, the trip to Montford Point tended to be an ordinary one in

the Jim Crow South. If traveling by bus, they were expected to stand in a line designated

for blacks only, where they waited until all white passengers had been seated. If the bus

was full with white passengers, they had to wait for the next bus. Upon entering the bus,

they were expected to sit towards the rear or stand until they reached their destination. If

traveling by train, however, the circumstances were a bit different. Instead of being
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placed in a car toward the rear of the train, they were, instead, seated directly behind the

engine car. This section of the train had to be nothing but miserable. Passengers in this

area were subjected to hours of hot, smothering, particle laden smoke, a byproduct of the

diesel or coal engine that powered the train. Upon reaching one’s destination, they were

generally covered in a filth that permeated through their clothes and to their skin.141 Yet,

these experiences were not atypical for those accustomed to the Jim Crow South. For

those who were not from the South, these experiences were entirely new.

One such example can be found in the story of Joseph B. Walker. After being

drafted, Walker took his oath to the Corps, and then boarded a train destined for

Montford Point. Upon leaving New York, Walker remembered that between “New York

and Washington, D.C. we [other soon to be black Marines] had a good time, a very good

time...all the guys were, well, let’s say socializing...Whites and Blacks on the same trains.

[Being] males, of course we socialized with each other, had jokes we told, drank coffee

-142all that kind of stuff. Until we got to Washington D.C.

This was due to the fact, that the train had crossed the Mason-Dixon Line. Ironic,

and sad as it was, the nation’s capital, one that promulgated democracy and justice

throughout the world, was, in fact, a segregated society and city. In D.C., the train was re¬

organized into segregated cars, blacks behind the engine, whites further towards the rear.

Walker remembered, “once we got to D.C. that’s where we split. We got behind the coal

-143
car...we got behind the smoke stack.

As if the conditions in which the black recruits were forced to endure on their trip

to Camp Montford point were not bad enough, the treatment they received on the journey
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was nothing less than humiliating. This can be seen no more clearly than through the

experiences of Joseph Carpenter. After being activated, Carpenter reported to the train

station as instructed and found that he was placed on a segregated train car behind the

engine. With his orders, Carpenter received meal tickets for himself and five other black

Marine recruits. As he recalled, “we wanted, to eat up while we were traveling on the

train, so I asked the conductor, you know, where could we eat? Uh, and he says, ‘well,

I'm sorry we don’t have nothing for you.’ So I said, ‘well don’t you have a meal car

around here?’ And he says, ‘yes, but you all can't go there because that’s back in the

5 551 44White Section. Carpenter and the other black recruits accepted this answer and

figured that they would use the meal tickets in Rocky Mount, the trains next scheduled

stop. Upon arrival, the group, led by Carpenter, began following the white passengers

into the train station. It was here that they were met by a “big cop” who asked, “‘Where

the hell do you people think you’re going?’ But he didn’t say ‘you people’ he referred to

us as ‘Niggers.’” After informing the police officer that they were merely looking for a

place to eat, the officer informed them that they had to “go around the side” of the station

for service. In many instances such encounters escalated into violence; however,

Carpenter stated, “we weren’t about to argue with him and I was a long ways from home,

so it was too far to run back, so I decided I would do what he said do.” Once reaching the

service area that read “COLORED,” they stood at a sliding glass window. Carpenter

remembered, “we stood at the window waiting for the waitress to come over and, you

know, see if to assist us. But she, she was talking to someone, some white feller at the

counter and looked over at us and ignored us and continued to talk.” Thinking that the
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waitress simply did not see them, Carpenter “tapped on the window, not very hard ‘cause

I didn’t want to upset anybody ‘cause, like I said, I was too far from home. So, uh, she

looked.. .after I tapped, she looked and then she turned away again.” Trying to gain her

attention once more, he “knocked a little harder.” This attempt did get the waitress’

attention. The waitress came over, only to ask, “What do you Niggers want?” After

experiencing this, Carpenter and his group decided it “...best that [they did not] bother to

eat [there].” Unsuccessful in finding a location to eat, the group decided that they would

wait until they reached the Trailways Bus station, their last stop on the way to Camp

Montford Point. After enduring a similar experience at the bus station, Carpenter and the

other black recruits in his group, simply did not eat, figuring that they would be fed once

they arrived at the base. This, however, did not occur. They were informed, upon arrival,

that the mess hall was closed and that they had to wait until morning.14^ Therefore,

Carpenter, and the men who were in his group traveled for roughly twenty-four hours

without having received a meal, simply because of the color their skin. This was their

first experience going into the segregated South, one that would be remembered for a

lifetime.

Some black recruits, who were inexperienced in the ways of the Jim Crow South,

were aided by some who had lived in the conditions their entire lives. One example of

this can be seen in the experience of Steven Robinson, a native of Pittsburgh. After his

train reached Rocky Mount, Robinson was not allowed to “detrain” at the station, but

was, instead, forced to disembark amile away in the train yard at 2 A.M. After he walked

back to the station, he sat on a bench and pulled out a magazine, waiting on the bus that
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would take him to Camp Montford Point. While waiting, an African American man who

was sweeping the station approached him. Robinson remembered:

1 was reading a magazine when an African American man swept over; he was
sweeping, and he swept over where I was and looked at me and said, you have to
move to the other side. And I looked behind him and there was a police officer,
who was looking at me in kind of a menacing sort ofway.. .And he didn't say
anything. Just let the porter do the talking. ..Sol moved to the other side of the
station. I thought he meant over because he wanted to sweep or mop so I moved
over to another bench about ten or fifteen feet away. And maybe two or three
minutes later, he moved, swept over to me and says, I said you have to move, you
have to go to the other side of the station out that door and around the side. So I
went out the door and as I went out the door, something [said] look, look back and
I looked back, I looked over at the station, at the entrance to the station, and I saw
a sign. It had to be about three feet in width and maybe five feet in length and it
says, ‘FOR WHITE ONLY.’146

This experience had a sobering effect on Robinson. He stated, “I heard about things like

that.. .but I never experienced it. And that was the first time that the realization hit me,

that this was a different world. That these were different people.”147

What did these recruits think about this treatment? To answer this question, one

must only look to a few of these men’s memories. As one Montford Point Marine

recalled, he was confused by this treatment, “there were only six of us. And all of the

papers you had to have stamped colored, you know? Well, this is, well, the way it was

hitting me, I understood, and I didn’t understand it. What they were doing, I didn’t

understand, I was naive to think that, there was a war on, and segregation had to take a

„148 Another Montford Point Marine remembered, a feeling of bitterness,backseat....

As a 19 year old, the sensitivity really was not instilled. That is to say you know
I’d heard about it, you know? I guess maybe this is what I have to cope with. And
a 19 year old copin’ with something, well, that’s a little farfetched there, because
you really, you would expect more anger than anything else there. But I sort of
resorted to the calm view, a calm rapport... But then the bitterness followed. The
bitterness followed.149
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As though the experience of leaving home at an early age was not life altering and

stressful enough, these events were compounded by being sent to an inhospitable and

unknown environment where people viewed them as inferior and unwanted. Things

would not get any easier at Camp Montford Point.

RECEPTION

Some of the recruits might have participated in military prep school training or

been members of drill teams; however, the majority of the men who entered through the

gates of Camp Montford Point had no prior military service and even less of an idea of

what it meant to become a Marine. Therefore, their initial experiences at Montford Point

and their introduction to military life could be described as nothing less than shocking, if

not traumatic.

Figure 1: Newly Arrived Recruits.

Source: Used with permission of the Montford Point Marine Museum, Camp Lejeune, NC.
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One Montford Point Marine recalled a rather dreadful first night. He stated, “I got

off the train, it was 2:00, 3:00 in the morning. Now, can you imagine a little town in

North Carolina at 2:00 or 3:00 in the morning? Dismal, uh, stormy looking. It was like a

scenario that was taken out of amotion picture.” It was as though they “wanna make this

look as dismal as [they] possibly [could]. Erie looking.” The environment was menacing,

but, his first encounter with a Marine from Montford Point made up for anything lacking.

He remembered, “the first thing I saw...was a Marine representative from Montford

Point, there [with] three coffins that were flag draped. And before this Sergeant or NCO,

would say hello to us or bid us welcome aboard, that sort of thing, there were no

salutations. All he said [was], you see these three guys here? They’re the best Marines

you’ll ever see in your life. They’re all dead. And they come, they came from Montford

Point.” This encounter had both an immediate and lasting effect. He thought that this,

“indicated to me that we were not welcome. That this is what the consequences, part of

„150the consequences that you will pay if you go to Montford Point.

Although this is just one ofmany such memories, others had different

recollections about their entrance into the Marine Corps. Part ofmilitary life meant

discipline and the ability to take and follow orders; these lessons began as soon as the

recruits entered the gates. One such example can be found in the recollection ofHerman

Nathaniel. Nathaniel stated that, “once we got to camp and talked with some sergeants,

they would welcome us in.” This, however, was not a friendly welcome. Nathaniel

recalled:

I went in smiling. And the first thing he says, he says, wipe the smile off of your
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face. ‘I said, what are you talking about?’ So, I quit smiling. He said, I didn’t say
quit smiling. I said wipe the smile off your face. So, I had to put it [on], he said,
now put it back on. So, I put it back on. I had to literally wipe the smile offmy
face like that. And that was an experience. So, I, then I knew that the Marine
Corps was something different.15

A more telling incident came from the memories of Fred Ash. Ash remembered that:

When we got in to Montford Point they came and a Marine guard came in, on the
bus, and he was giving orders and asking names and so forth and so on. And to us
everything was funny, so he ordered us to stop laughing. And, uh, it was sort of a
hard thing to do, ‘cause, you know, 1 had never really had no one to, uh order me
around or talk to me like that nowhere, you know, nothing unless I said something
back to them. So anyway when we got inside the building he, he came up again
and was talking to us, and he asked us certain things, like where we were from
and how old we were and why did we come in the Marine Corps and this sort of
thing. Anyway I was somewhat of a wise bird, you know, and I kept on wising off
to the guy, and it sort ofmade him mad. So he told me to uh turn around and face
the wall. We were standing in the hallway, about 10 or 15 of us, so he told me to
face the wall, told me to get up close to the wall. So I was still laughing, you
know, the next thing I know he had bumped my head up against the, the concrete
wall and right away I had a, a hickey, and I hadn’t been at Montford Point 45
minutes. But I stopped the laughing 52

This is one example ofwhat some would term physical abuse. Those who entered the

gates to become Marines could expect much more. According to one Montford Point

Marine:

Right after we got off [of the] bus at the camp, you were immediately taken out of
civilian life and put into military life. In other words, they grabbed you and, uh,
shook you and shook with your clothing and things like that, which was really
something that you hadn't had before because, uh things were kinda quiet in
civilian life, but you knew immediately that there was something different about
this camp.. .they immediately took you out of that venue and put you into what we
would term as a military career right away. In other words, you got the rough part.
As soon as you entered, you knew that there was gonna obstacles ahead. So you
had to brace yourself for them, but I don’t think you could actually brace yourself
for something like that because it was something that was new to you and you
didn't really know what was going on. So you just stood there with all the abuse,
the, I mean, there was some words that I don’t think was even in the other
language, other than, English that they spoke to you about, that they called
you...1 3
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These experiences were intended to jolt these recruits into a new way of life, the Marine

Corps way of life. Regardless, of how traumatic each individual's introduction was to the

Marine Corps, it is very possible to say that many of those who entered the camp

probably had a similar feeling; they felt that they had made a mistake. Yet, these feelings

soon left after they realized the task at hand. One Montford Point Marine stated, “1 was

frightened and I said to myself, what did I do? And, uh, then I realized that, uh, this is it.

I’m in this Marine Corps and I’m going to stick it out to the end.”154

Figure 2: Camp Montford Point as it appeared in 1943. To the left center is the mess hall;

in the right center are the “little green huts” of boot camp.

Source: Shaw and Donnelly, Blacks in the Marine Corps, 6.

Recruit training began as soon as each recruit was stripped of their civilian
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possessions, at which point they were issued their military attire. After this occurred, they

were generally sent to their living quarters to “stow gear" and get situated. The first men

who arrived at Camp Montford Point were taken aback by the camp they saw and the

conditions in which they were about to live. The camp consisted of a headquarters

building, a chapel, two warehouses, a theater building, dispensary building, a mess hall,

quarters and facilities for the Special Enlisted Personnel, a small steam generating plant,

an officers club, and 120 green prefabricated huts, each designed for a maximum

occupancy of 16 men.155

The terrain itselfwas, more or less, an untouched swamp and coastal marshland

that had pests ranging from ticks and mosquitoes to poisonous snakes and bears. One

Montford Point Marine remembered, the camp and its environment were dreadful, “there

was nothing there but barren land. I couldn't imagine people living in such dire straits. I

knew things were bad during the Depression, but, to look at that camp and to find out that

that's where you were going to be for the next, five or six weeks, you couldn't really

imagine, living in conditions like that. I mean, they were horrible.”156 These images were

further compounded after they assessed the buildings and areas where they were assigned

to live. According to one Montford Point Marine, it looked like somebody had “got a,

batch of cardboard and put it together with, a staple guns or something like that. That’s,

where we were supposed to lie...You’d never experienced anything like in your life.”157

In regards to their living quarters, another Montford Point Marine stated that they were

“paper huts, a few two by four strong backs, this compressed paper walls, a wooden

floor, right on the ground... [there were] 120 of these paper huts that made up our
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55 158recruitment area. Although the living conditions were inhospitable, at best, and the

environment surrounding the camp was clearly dangerous, this was the location where

the first black Marines in United States history were broken down, trained, and

organized.

Instructors

Initially, black recruits trained under all white instructors who consisted ofNCOs

and lower ranking enlisted men, known as Special Enlisted Staff (SES). The reason that

these whites were selected as Drill Instructors (DIs) is somewhat questionable. As has

been published, many of the white DIs were selected because they had past experiences

in dealing with “colored troops.” This notion came from the fact that they had been

deployed to places like Nicaragua and the Philippines.159 Furthermore, it has been

speculated by some that many of the first DIs were southerners, who were selected

because they “knew how” to deal with blacks.160 This policy, however, has not been

substantiated by documentation. Moreover, when Anthony Caputo, one of the first white

officers assigned to Camp Montford Point was asked about this, he disagreed. When

asked if “such a selection process was utilized” in staffing the camp with white DIs,

Caputo, answered, “NO, I don’t remember that.” He stated, “I know they were selected

because they were good men, and they were, they were experienced in training men. And

,,161 Yet, at least one Africanactually, they were very good DIs. And, they did a good job.

American Marine would argue with this notion. He stated, “what Headquarters Marine

Corps elected to do was to get the most seasoned, most polished veterans in the Marine

Corps, particularly those who had served in the earlier Guadalcanal and Tolagi
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campaigns to be Drill Instructors.” This was, “because of their background, and I might

add most of these guys were from the South... there were a few who really didn't want

us...Black folk to enter into the Marine Corps...They really didn't concern themselves

with turning out an elite bunch of guys, instead they would rather see you walk out the

,462door and never come back. Another recruit claimed that the white officers and white

NCOs were nothing but fair. As he stated, “they treated us fairly, they were tough, as they

could be, but they were fair.”163 Regardless ofwhy the white DIs were selected, their jobs

and objectives were clear. They were to facilitate the training and indoctrination of all

black recruits into the Marine Corps’ way of life.

Boot Camp and Specialty Training

Initial recruit training, or “boot camp,” consisted of an eight week period when

individual civilian men were transformed into members of a Marine Corps unit. During

this time, recruits were “broken down,” both mentally and physically, in an effort to

create a member of a team. Stripped of their individuality and uniqueness at the front

gate, each man was put through extensive calisthenics and running that strengthened their

bodies and their resolve. Aside from exercises, the recruits began training in close

quarters combat, hand-to-hand fighting, bayonet practice, and close order drill. The

extensive use of physical and mental stress forced each recruit to “lean on” his brethren.

Done to foster a sense of unity and cohesion, characteristics that are extremely important

in life and death situations on the battlefield, each man recognized that he was only as

strong as the Marines around him. After boot camp, the recruits were given a few weeks

ofweapons training, which saw the use of standard issued rifles and large caliber
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machine guns. Following indoctrination and weapons training, the recruits began a

second round of training that ended with their assignment to a school for an occupational

specialty. These schools varied in length depending on the specialty being learned.

Typically, the more dangerous and hazardous the job, the longer the training period. After

successful completion of their training, the men were assigned to a unit or company

where they continued to train until deployed.

The process of finding and training new black recruits to become Drill Instructors

occurred quickly. Although it would be reasonable to think that there would be a decline

in training due to the limited experience of the newly promoted black DIs, this

assumption would be wrong. In fact, the training and rigors inherent within became even

more demanding once black DIs were appointed. One Montford Point Marine thought

that this difference in harshness between white and black DIs was attributable to a

deliberate decision on the part ofwhite DIs to not be seen as racist.164 As stated by

Archibald Moseley, an African American who became a weapons instructor and Drill

Sergeant, “I think the whites realized that, [they did not] want to act like we don't like

blacks or that we are bigots.”165 But he noted, “we realized these are our own fellows, it

doesn’t make any difference, how we treat them any kind ofway...because the purpose

-166
was to make them tough.
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Figure 3: Drill Instructor Gilbert “Hashmark” Johnson instructing a Platoon of Recruits.

Source: Used with permission of the Montford Point Marine Museum, Camp LeJeune, NC.

This difference in harshness of training between white and black Dls, could have

had more to do with the opportunity at hand, and less to do with how they were viewed.

In other words, black Dls would not have their fellow blacks fail under their watch.

Furthermore, they wanted to make sure that the men they trained “measured up” to all

others in the Marine Corps. As stated by Montford Point's most famous Drill Instructor,

Gilbert “Hashmark” Johnson, to a group of veterans in later years:

I was an ogre to some ofyou that met me on the drill field and in the huts of
Montford more than a quarter century ago. I was a stem instructor, but I was fair.
I was an exacting instructor, but with some understanding of the many problems
involved. I kept before me, always, that nearly impossible goal to qualify in a few
weeks, and at the most a few months, a type ofMarine fully qualified in every
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respect to wear that much cherished Globe and Anchor. You were untried. The
objectives were to qualify you with loyalty, with a devotion to duty, and with a
determination equal to all, transcended by none... As I look into your faces
tonight, I remember the youthful, and sometimes pained expressions at something
you did. You measured up, by slim margin perhaps, but measured up you did.
You achieved your goal. That realization creates within me a warm appreciation
of you and a deep sense of personal gratitude.

167

Therefore, the men at Montford Point trained and drilled to become United States

Marines, aware that their success or failure had lasting implications for future African

Americans.



Chapter 5

Validation

In the Face of Discrimination at Home

And

Overseas

Previous chapters discussed events that dictated the creation, and the use of the

first black United States Marines. Yet, how did Marine Corps service affect these men?

This is the focus of Chapter 5. In order to answer this question, one must examine the

experiences that these men had while in Jacksonville, while deployed, and while in

combat. In examining these experiences, it becomes clear that Jim Crow policies and

racial discrimination not only affected the men at Camp Montford Point, but also in the

surrounding areas and overseas. In spite of this discrimination, the men from Montford

Point came together and proved themselves. They did this neither through political

speeches nor protest, but through service and combat. These men not only validated their

experiences as Marines, but, proved themselves and their race as the equal to all others.

Life in the infantry is a grueling and tedious undertaking. The pressures of

organization, discipline, and perfection are constant. Individuals sacrifice the easy

trappings of life for the greater good of the whole. Yet, no matter how important the task,

or necessary the mission, people must have a break from the psychological and physical

stressors that are inherent in a life ofmilitary service. Without such breaks or pauses from
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the duties at hand, individuals will succumb to the rigors that attack the mind and body,

and will, inevitably, weaken overtime. Military leaders have long understood this notion.

In modem times efforts have been made to limit the amount of time troops are exposed to

the constant pressures ofmilitary service. The effectiveness of these efforts is wholly

dependent on the seriousness of the situation at hand. That is to say, that depending on

the situation something as simple as a movie might help alleviate this strain, whereas,

under other circumstances, a five minute rest period from direct fire might have an equal

result. In any case, recreational facilities and ‘"time off’ help combat the rigors faced by

troops. In an effort to break the monotony of training and military life, commanding

officers provided recreational facilities and “liberty” passes for the men at Montford

Point. Yet, regardless of the activity pursued, race was still a central factor that

determined what they could do and where they could go.

Furthermore, time off did not imply a complete loss of self-control. Commandant

Holcomb's letter, dated March 20, 1943, listed the three major causes for disturbances

among black troops. These included a lack of discipline, a lack of equal recreational

facilities on base, and a lack of equal recreational facilities off base. Although the Marine

Corps could assure some fairness regarding the facilities on base, they could not do so off

base. The Commandant's letter stated that this problem fell almost exclusively to the

local authorities; however, the Marine Corps could provide a deterrent, Military Police

(MP). The letter also stated that it was only through the extensive use of “highly trained”

MPs, “both white and black,” that any such incidents could be avoided. In following the
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dictates of this letter, the Marine Corps attempted to discourage troublesome behavior,

while endorsing local racist policies.

Recreation on Base

Figure 4: The '‘slop chute” at Camp Montford Point.

Source: Used with permission of the Montford Point Marine Museum, Camp Lejeune, N.C.

During recruit training, life was a non-stop, all out effort of hard physical

training, lasting from before sunrise to after sunset. Once the ‘“day” had ended, the men

had a few hours of sleep to look forward to, until the cycle began again. Yet, unlike

Sisyphus, this effort did have an end in sight. Following boot camp, the men had

recreational time and facilities at their disposal. Included among these recreational

activities on base were both organized and unorganized sporting events, which ranged
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from baseball to boxing. If seeking entertainment, they could listen to any number of

musical performances by volunteer and/or professional singers, or watch a movie at the

camp theater. If seeking simple quiet time, the camp had both a library and church where

the men could reflect on the weeks past or write letters home to friends and loved ones. If

none of these satisfied their needs, the men could go to the “recreational slop chute,” or

beer hall, where they could sit with their fellow black Marines, drinking beer and

168
listening to the juke box.

Although all of these activities could be pursued aboard Camp Montford Point, a

segregated military base where the overwhelming majority ofmen were African

American, it did not insulate them from discrimination or racial incidents. For example, it

was at one of the many organized boxing matches that the men stationed at Montford

Point were subjected to a very racially insensitive statement. These remarks were made

by no less than Camp Lejeune’s commanding officer, Major General Henry L. Larsen. In

attendance at a mid-summer boxing match, Major General Larsen chose to speak to a

packed gymnasium full of Americas first black Marines. His exact words are unknown,

but his remarks fell along the lines that he did not know how serious the war situation

„169
Following this statement, a briefwas until he saw 1‘you people wearing our uniform.

riot took place in which the Major General was knocked off the stage with flying debris.

Nothing came of these events; however, it is clear that discrimination and racial prejudice

were ever present in the daily existence of the first black Marines.
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“Liberty Passes” and Onslow County

To “get away” from the base, and the environment where they were stationed, the

men were issued “liberty” passes, which allowed them to leave camp for a short time. It

was with the issuance of these passes that the young men from Camp Montford Point

went out into the surrounding communities. While on “liberty,” many of the men

stationed at Camp Montford Point experienced a new and different way of life. It is

possible to gain greater insight into the world that surrounded Camp Montford Point by

examining the 1940, census data for Onslow County, North Carolina.

Prior to the establishment of Marine Corps facilities in Onslow County, North

Carolina, the region was a rural, predominantly white, agricultural community.

According to the 1940 census, Jacksonville was Onslow County's largest municipality

with a population of 873 people, 127 people shy of being considered an urban area. Of

the 17,939 residents within the county, 13,077 were white.170 The three major industries

of the area were fishing, lumber production, and farming. Farming was by far the largest

employer of the area, in that 13,603 of the residents were classified as such. Of the 1,822

farms in the county, blacks only owned 366 (20 percent).171 Education within the county,

as was the case in many southern communities, was less than stellar. According to the

1940 census, male residents (white and black) only averaged 6.1 years of schooling,

whereas, females (white and black) averaged 6.9 years. This data is important because

it gives a basic description of the county surrounding Camp Montford Point; however,

what it cannot clearly depict was how Jim Crow practices affected African Americans.

With the introduction of new and economically independent black men to the
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area, past customs would be challenged both knowingly and unknowingly. The challenge

to past customs posed a new and different way of life for the area. Some residents

entrenched themselves in the past, while others embraced the future. By examining the

experiences ofMontford Point Marines while on liberty, it will be possible to view the

effect of Jim Crow practices on America's first black Marines.

“Liberty” in the Jim Crow South

Jim Crow policies affected all aspects of life in the South. Included among these

aspects was public transportation. As part of Jim Crow policy and public law, blacks

were required to sit no farther forward on a bus than the farthest white passenger.

Moreover, when loading a bus with passengers, whites had priority over blacks, meaning

that if the bus was completely filled with whites, the black passengers had to wait for

another bus or walk. Jim Crow's grip on transportation was extensive throughout the

South, and was known not only by the men at Montford Point, but all African Americans.

This becomes no clearer than when one views a poem written by Archie McLaurin, a

soldier stationed in Florida:
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To ride a Florida bus

Th< pricesare so dear—
You par/ the same as anyone

But “Colored to the Rear.*

“Hey, there! Stand back in
line!

And let those white folks by.
If you black boys ain t careful.
Some ones going to die.

bursting
There'sno “Colored to the

Rear.'

For death knows neither black

nor white.

Nor thoughts of race or
creed.

On far flung shore s we fight
each day.

To free those not yet freed.
The camp is in the country

Severalmiles from town.

No use to try to thumb a ride
When your skin is brown.

Inducted in some Northern

camp

We re men about a week.

Then to the South and prejudice.
Denied the rightto speak.You leave loved ones behind

You

To fight for democracy;
But many times you’ll stop to

My God. may peace deliver us
From death, from blood,

from fear

From racial strife of Southern

life 173

ask,
"What has it done for me?”

Out on the battlefields we fight
with one thought very clear.

Where shot and shells are

In reading this poem, it is clear that African Americans in the military experienced the

effects of segregation and Jim Crow before leaving the bases at which they were

stationed. The men stationed at Montford Point experienced similar problems. As one

Montford Point Marine recalled, “when you get on liberty, you got maybe three, four

hundred men coming out of camp to get on these buses. And if there were whites on the

bus... [and] they had most of the seats.. .you started in the back and you get up to where

„174the whites were sitting, you were not supposed to sit forward in front of them.

Such policies led to a number of incidents and outcomes, the results of which
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depended largely on the black and white Marines individually. Sometimes whites

consented to moving farther up on the bus, sometimes they would not. After an incident

like this, one of three possible outcomes generally ensued. The first outcome ended with

the black Marine either standing, or searching for a seat on a different bus. The second

outcome ended with the white passenger moving forward on the bus. The third outcome

occurred when neither party was willing to bow to the wishes of the other. At this point,

anything from a verbal dispute to an all out fight occurred. Regardless ofwhich took

place, MPs were generally on hand to either calm the escalation of the incident or to

arrest the blacks “responsible” for the disturbance. One example of how this outcome

played out can be seen in the recollection of Lawrence Diggs. After entering a bus and

looking for a seat to go to town on liberty, he found that the only seats available were in

front of a white Marine. He asked the white Marine to move “farther up.” The white

Marine was unwilling to do so; therefore, a number of black Marines came to Diggs’ aid

and “just picked him [the white Marine] up and took him on up front.”17' After this

occurred, the white Marine called the MPs for assistance; however, after a black Sergeant

told the MPs what had occurred, they did not remove anyone from the bus. As Diggs

remembered, “cause if they took the sergeant, [the MPs] had to take eight more Marines

with him; he wasn’t gonna go alone.”176 Although this incident is interesting in that it

shows how Jim Crow polices affected these men before they had even left the camp, it is

also important for three other reasons. First, it demonstrated that the men from Montford

Point had, in fact, developed a sense of unity and brotherhood with each other. Second, it

showed that the men from Montford Point would not merely accept the Jim Crow policies
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of the South. Third, it demonstrated that the unity that they had developed through boot

camp became their greatest strength. By coming to each other’s aid, they could not only

help one another, but also limit the effects of Jim Crow on a single individual.

The experiences of black Marines in the segregated South depended largely on

two factors. The first was whether or not they openly challenged the Jim Crow policies in

practice. The second depended on their place of origin. Blacks from the South tended to

accept the segregation code, while those from the North might not.

Most southern blacks tended to stay in the areas designated for African

Americans. As one Montford Point Marine noted, “I was bom in the South. So, I didn't

have a problem with the segregation part of it... Because when I was off base, we were

out to just have fun. And we knew where we didn't have a problem... Being brought up in

the South I knew where to go.”177 This was the case in Jacksonville as well. As another

Montford Point Marine recalled, “when I went into Jacksonville 1 didn’t have no conflict

-178with no white at all, because, well, we went down to the colored section.

The “colored section” of Jacksonville was the area where blacks were authorized

to frequent. The area began across the railroad tracks, where the pavement ended,

unmistakably marking the boundaries of the black and white community. Black Marines

were transported across the railroad tracks and unloaded at Kerr Street. Kerr Street was

the main street in the black section of town; it offered a few bars, a barber shop, and an

179all-black USO.

As if the symbolic and the real dividing point of the railroad tracks and paved

roads were not enough, in keeping with the Commandant’s March 20 letter, the Marine
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Corps provided a number ofMPs to help keep the two races separated. Such policies

stayed in effect for some time. As one Montford Point Marine remembered, “You always

had two MPs in town. One was black and one was white...The black was across the

railroad track and the white, before you get to the railroad track...We wasn't allowed to

go down there where the white was. That's just how segregated it was... we sure didn’t

go across there because we had MPs at all times to keep us segregated."180 Moreover,

another Montford Point Marine recalled that if you were on liberty, “you watched your

step when you came out of camp. You watched where you step because of the MPs and

the regular police.”181 If one did cross into the white section of town, which was

considered “out of bounds,” an immediate and painful experience ensued. According to

one Montford Point Marine, “Ifyou were caught across the tracks going uptown, you

were put in jail. White police, white MPs and black MPs. Black MPs would run you back

across down the tracks. Not only arrest you, they would beat you up. I got my head

knocked more than one occasion [for] being out of bounds.”182 As can be seen through

these experiences, Marine Corps policy did affect the men while off base. By following

the dictates of the Commandant's March 20 letter, and by providing military police to, in

effect, keep the races separate, it is clear that the Marine Corps supported local Jim Crow

policies and practices.

Once in the “colored section” of town, the men did find some time to relax, meet

women, and drink alcohol. As one Montford Point Marine recalled, Kerr Street had a

number of recreational activities that the men could pursue. These included “Juke joints,

whiskey joints, liquor joints, [and] restaurants.” He, also, noted that, “Prostitution was
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?? 183rampant," but “that's where [they] spent [their] liberty.... As for the establishments to

visit, there were two bars frequented by the men called “Ash" and “Savoy.” At these

locations, the men could drink alcohol, play pool, listen to the juke box, meet women,

and become familiar with the locals and their habits. One Montford Pointer stated:

When I went on liberty, I immediately went, down into.. .where there was a pool
table and a pool room and things like that, and you met your friends there....the
main thing when you in to town on Friday afternoon is, if you hadn't had chow
before you left camp, the first you do would be order your fish sandwich and your
quart of beer. That was the staple there. And that got you, usually got you over.
And ifyou were aggressive and you wanted to get into some other stuff,
everybody knows that there was com liquor going around at that time. And if you
wanted to get into some of that, you just asked the person for it. However, in the
interim, when you were introduced into this com liquor, my being a person that
had never taken it before, the first thing it did was shook you from the top of your
head to the bottom of your feet because it was strong. But as you got into it and
your started talking to the local natives, they told you that the first thing you do
when you come into town is put a lining on your stomach. And since collard
greens was the staple in the areas, you get a batch of collard greens and then you
put the lining on you stomach. And whatever else that would contain grease or
butter, that would create that track down there, which would let this, com liquor
go down smoothly, although its effect on you because it was 100 percent alcohol.
What an experience in Jacksonville, I'll tell you.

Partaking in alcohol and women did have consequences. Therefore, the Marine Corps

184

held a number of class sessions that educated the men on venereal diseases and began

checking the health cards of suspicious women. These policies did have a lasting effect

on some of the Marines. One Montford Point Marine stated that after he met a girl, an

MP stopped him, asking to see the women’s health card. He remembered, “I had never

gone though that before and when they saw her health card, they told her [that she] didn't

report for a check.” Confused, the Marine did not know what had occurred, “I didn’t

know what he was talking about, you know? But I think one of the things I did learn
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down there that helped men later on was we went to class session where they explained

some things that would happen, particularly, social disease, like syphilis and
»185gonorrhea. As a result of these dangers, some black Marines avoided the “bar scene.5'

If they wanted a bit calmer experience, they went to the small, all black USO that

occasionally held dances featuring local and traveling entertainment.

For those who did not find the excitement they had hoped in Jacksonville, other

North Carolina towns like Wilmington, Kinston, New Bern and Rocky Mount might have

provided the entertainment that they sought. Such expeditions into other parts of Jim

Crow territory were not without danger. One example of this can be found in Norman

Reese Payne’s experience while visiting Rocky Mountain. A native of the Southside of

Chicago, Payne was unaccustomed to the mores and way of life in the segregated South.

As Payne recalled:

When I say it was an experience, if you take in my age factor, and that fact that
I’m down in the mouth my society, along ways from my society, everything was
new to me, okay? Not only new, totally strange. I think the hardest adjustment I
had to make, sum total experience in this respect, in North Carolina, was Black
people. 1 never knew at that time that I didn’t know anything about Blacks people.
1 didn’t. There was an incident that I was involved in, I was walking along and
there were two Whites in front ofme, and two Black women coming from the
opposite direction, and when they stopped, the White said, now don’t you black
bitches know you’re supposed to get off the sidewalk when a White man pass? So
I said, what did you say? And he said, nigger, I wasn’t talking to you. And I hit
him, and I knocked the hell out of him. And the next thing I know, the Sherriff
was there, and the townspeople were there. And they took me to the little area
form that scene, and one fella said, I told you, this must be one of them fellas
from up, up North, ‘cause they aint had the education that they supposed to be
having. And that was ringing in my ear. And the guy said, boy where are you
from? And I said. I'm not a boy. So he pulled his pistol, and he stuck it to my
head, and he said boy, I'm gonna ask you one damn time, boy, where are you
from? I said from Chicago. I told you. I told you that boy wasn’t educated. He
never been educated as to what he supposed to be doing. And a guy, he told me,
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he said, well nigger, I’m gonna give you a one more chance. He said, if I ever
catch you again, I'm gonna blow your damn brains out, you got that boy? I said
yeah. Okay, when that failed though, I went back to the Black community. My
chest was stuck out I say, I’m going back there, I'm the hero, you know? And the
black people said to me, why did you come down here causing trouble? That hit
me in the face like a brick. 186

In examining this experience, a number of interesting insights can be gained regarding

the Jim Crow South. First, it shows how an African American not from the South reacted

when faced with discrimination and racism. Payne first questioned it, and then he

physically and openly challenged it by striking the white man involved. Second, this

experience shows how blacks were viewed as inferior to whites, and how they were

expected to submit. Third, this experience shows how quickly and harshly whites reacted

to any challenge of their way of life. Fourth, this experience clearly shows the difference

between blacks who had grown accustomed to this way of life and those who had not.

Southern blacks, accustomed to Jim Crow, saw Payne as a “trouble,” whereas, he saw

himself as a hero. Although this experience was shocking and unexpected to Payne, it

was not a unique one in the South. Many of the men stationed at Camp Montford Point

could not understand why the color of their skin would dictate the treatment they

received. One Montford Point Marine stated:

It was just a situation ofwhat I experienced when I initially came south, was bad.
You know, I thought I was raised and come up in an area where people dislike
you; they dislike you for a reason. I was something that you did to them but to
dislike you, it wasn't just dislike, it was just, it was hatred. You could see it on
their faces, in their eyes. I mean, it was devastating. You take a kid 17 years old
who had no background, you subject him to something like that, you'll never
forget. I can never forget the hate, the anger, the rage those people had in their
face. They didn’t even know me. They knew nothing about me but they just, that
was I guess how they were raised. That was their culture. That was their
philosophy, and that’s the way [they] felt.

187
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Discrimination Elsewhere

Life in the Jim Crow South was hard for these Marines. The bigotry and racism

that was experienced in North Carolina, however, persisted throughout other parts of the

country. This is evident when one views the situations and experiences the Marines

encountered upon deployment. To understand this, one must only look to the memory of

Steven Robinson, a sergeant in the 34th Depot Company. In route to Camp Pendleton by

train for deployment overseas, the train stopped somewhere in the Arizona desert to

refuel. Robinson stated:

We came to Arizona and it was one of those generic type Arizona days. I must
have been about 110 in the shade. I saw a thermometer that said 110 was the

temperature there. You really could see the heat waves come off the highway. We
had a locomotive that was pulling the troop train that I was on. And we got there,
we’re taking on watering hole. I think it was Phoenix, Arizona, and some of the
fellows saw a sign across the highway. It was a sign of a Coca-Cola being
advertised. It was huge Coke bottle, probably about eight or nine feet in length.
And it was painted to illustrate that it was cold. You could see the cold sweat
from the bottle. And one of the fellows asked me, can I go over and get a Coke? I
said, it will only be ten or fifteen minutes, so you go over and you come right
back now ‘cause, I’m not going to look for you. So they jumped off the wall, the
train was elevated from the highway maybe about twelve feet above the highway,
maybe less than that. They jumped off the elevation, ran across the highway, and I
figured they’d probably be gone ten, fifteen minutes. I looked up and virtually
they were back on the troop train. And so I said I didn’t see any Coke or anything.
And I said to the first fellow that walked past me, I said, did you guys get your
Coke? Did you get your Coke? And I don’t know if he ever answered one way. I
knew he was disturbed about something so I didn’t say any more to him. The
second man that passed me, I said, did you get your Coke? His name was Jimmy,
Jimmy Wilkins. Jimmy was probably seventeen. He had to be seventeen to have
been in the Corps at that time. But he was a very youthful looking seventeen; he
was just a teenager. He was seventeen, but he looked about thirteen or fourteen.
And whenever he told you anything the words just tumbled out of his mouth. He
was just an exuberant teenager. So finally Jimmy stopped me and said to me, he
says, Sarge, they wouldn’t sell us any Coke. And I said, what do you mean they
wouldn’t sell you any Coke? He said no, there was a sign on the door and the sign
said no Indians, Mexicans, niggers, or dogs allowed. And if you seen the hurt in
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the boys eyes, and he just shook his head and never said anything and just walked
on. The other two men never said anything to me. They just walked past with
their heads down. And 1 remember when, well because Jimmy was killed on Iwo
Jima.188

The loss of young Jimmy Wilkins on Iwo Jima was a tragic and heartbreaking experience

for Robinson. Yet, it was incomparable to the anger and pain he felt upon returning home

from combat duty overseas. This occurred, once again, as he went through Arizona on a

locomotive. As Robinson recalled:

I was on a Pullman train and these men, White men, some were in, tall blonde
men in khaki, some were dark. And I found out, I asked a Pullman Porter, who
were these, those people. I knew that, I didn’t think that they were Americans but
found out that they were German prisoners ofwar. They were Italian prisoners of
war fraternizing with American White women going into clubs, and hotels, and
bars that they wouldn’t serve us a Coke in.

In recalling these events, Robinson, was still under immense torment. He stated, “it was

184

like yesterday and it hurts you.. .If I could take a pill to do away with the anger. If I could

take a pill to do away with the hurt, I would, I’d get it, I’d get it in a heartbeat. But I

»190
can’t, it’s, it’s there. These experiences, however, were not unique to Robinson. A

number ofMontford Point Marines recognized the double standard that existed between

white prisoners ofwar (POW) and blacks. One Montford Point Marine remembered,

I was just observing the prisoners ofwar that were sent to America and then we
used them as, working the farms and different areas. And that was, 1 couldn't
understand too much, whereas they had the freedom to use the washrooms and the
restaurants, whereas I, being a serviceman, I, we couldn’t go out to those space,
places at that time. It was still, segregated.... as far as Black men.

Clearly, racism was omnipresent in the lives of the first black United States Marines.

191

Racism was not, however, limited to the civilian world. One such incident occurred at

Camp Elliot, California, located just north of San Diego. Upon arrival, the 51st Defense
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Battalion found that the discrimination they had experienced while in the South was also

present in the West.

Once there, a number ofMontford Point Marines, attempted to watch a movie at

an outdoor theater. At the theater, they were informed that they had to sit in the back, in

keeping with its segregation policy. This, however, was unacceptable to these Marines

and they questioned its very nature. One Montford Point Marine recalled, ‘they told [us]

you boys gotta sit in the back.” The Marines asked, “what do you mean?” The operators

of the theater responded, “well that's the rule here.” Once again, questioning this policy,

the Marines asked, ‘"you got a green uniform? I gotta green uniform. We're going over,

we're goin to fight the Japs, his bullet aint marked White and Black, why we gotta?”

However, this argument fell on deaf ears, and the operators of the theater, once again,

stated, “Well that's the rule here.” It was in this incident that, once again, the unity

fostered in basic training, which was further galvanized through the everyday pressures

of segregation, brought the men together as a unit. As the Marine recalled, “there was one

thing about the outfit, it was unified. If one person spoke, everybody responded to it, you

know? So one man was speaking, so he says, ‘well, we got to sit in the back’.... ‘Hey

fellas.’” With this call, the men came together and encircled the seating area in protest of

the discriminatory policy. Once again, they asked, “we still allowed to sit in the back?”

Once again, the same answer followed. The Marine remembered that the men “just began

to rip up the seating, just logs. We just ripped them up.. .and went on back to our

base.”192 Upon returning to their encampment, their commanding officer (CO) at the

time, Lt. Colonel Stephenson, was informed of the incident. Not knowing what kind of
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ramifications their actions might have, the men were ready for immediate discipline;

however, this did not occur. Instead, Lt. Colonel Stephenson said, “you guys didn't want

„193to go [to] the movies anyhow. Get your pass and go...on liberty.

It is not known why Lt. Colonel Stephenson reacted the way he did. Was he

sympathetic to the men’s situation? Did he have compassion for the hardships that they

continually endured? This is not known; however, what is known is that on January 27,

1944, Lt. Colonel Stephenson was replaced by Colonel Curtis W. LeGette as acting CO

of the 51st Defense Battalion. After taking command, Colonel LeGette assembled the 51st

Battalion and addressed the men on the subject of their discipline and behavior.194 These

remarks, however, were very malicious. According to one Montford Pointer, Colonel

LeGette stated that, “it’s a disgrace to be seen with boys like you. They got boys like you

working on my plantation, down in South Carolina. They tell me you have no

»195discipline. Furthermore, in addressing the men, he used the term, “you people” to

refer to the battalion. Reminiscent of the remarks made at the boxing match by Major
196General Larsen, the speech struck a “distasteful chord” and the men tuned him out.

Discrimination Overseas

The racism and discrimination that was prevalent at home was also a fact of life in

the Pacific. One such example can be found in a letter from Major General C.F.B. Price

to Brig. General K.E. Rockey, dated April 24, 1943, regarding the possible use of black

“defense units” in the Polynesians and other Pacific islands. The letter stated:

The Polynesian people are a delightful race, a friendly, hospitable, generous,
tractable lot and their only drawback is that they suffer from the general lassitude
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and indifference to the time element which is so irksome to the high tension, high
pressure American. Their moral philosophy is rather liberal, principally because
their women are primitively romantic and perceive no wrong in intimate relations
with those who strike their fancy. They, therefore, mix very freely with visitors
and the mixture with the white race produces a very high class half-caste and even
the mixture with the Chinese who have been introduced into this part of the world
[as] indentured labor, produces a very desirable type. The mixture with the Negro,
however, as evidenced by a few examples of cross breeds with individuals of the
Melanesian types in the islands further to the northwest, produces a very
undesirable citizen and those Europeans or Australians and New Zealanders who
are concerned with the government and management of the island in this areas are
gravely concerned over the possible consequence of the introduction ofNegro
troops into the Polynesian area... .the introduction of from six hundred to a
thousand Negro soldiers into such a community in a short time will infuse enough
Negro blood into the population to make the island in the future predominantly
Negro. I have observed the actual operation of this in the case of the Army
garrisons on the perimeter ofmy area and I consider it highly deplorable....I
suggest, therefore, and if I had to make an official recommendation I would
recommend very strongly that we should never repeat never contemplate sending
any of our Negro components into any islands of the Polynesian group. If I had to
absorb one of these units, I would station it at Wallis Island where the people,
although rated as Polynesian, are a very much lower type than those in the
Samoan group, and where a minimum of harm could be done....there should be
ample outlet for employment of our colored units if it is necessary to send them to
the front. They can do no racial harm in that area, in fact being of a higher type of
intelligence, I believe they will actually raise the level of physical and intellectual
standards in that area.197

It is clear that some within the Marine Corps hierarchy thought of African American as

racially inferior to whites. Though it may not have been a direct result of this letter, it

should be noted that two black depot companies, which were destined to be stationed in

the Samoa island group in October 1943, were transferred from the island immediately

upon arrival.198 Yet, did the Marine Corps have a policy regarding miscegenation

between blacks and peoples from the Pacific?

Although a written policy has yet to be found, there is some evidence that the

Marine Corps moved natives from their home islands with the arrival of black Marines.
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As a member of the 52nd Defense Battalion recalled, upon arrival at Majuro Atoll, part of

the Marshall Island group, ‘"we relieved the 18th Defense Battalion...And it’s a funny

thing. When we got there...they moved the natives off the island...They moved them off

the island and sent them to another island. Now they were there before when the 18th

Defense Battalion was there. But when we got there they moved them,

what the difference was between the 18th and the 52nd, and why this policy was carried

out, the Marine replied, “The 18lh was a white battalion. And the 52nd was a black

battalion. So, when the Black battalion got there, then they moved all the females and

??200

„\99 When asked

everybody else off the island.

The 52nd Defense Battalion was not the only outfit from Montford Point to

experience racial discrimination in the Pacific. This became visible when members of the

51st Defense Battalion arrived on the island ofFunafuti, part of the Ellice island

archipelago. One Montford Pointer recalled, “the first thing that happened to me, the

natives walked up to me and said let me see your tail.” In response, the Marine told the

natives “we don’t have tails.” He then told the natives to “feel back there.” Upon doing

so, the natives replied, “That’s not what we hear.” As it turned out, the “white Marines
201 * •

had told [the natives] that all Black people had tails.” Although this is only one of the

countless racial incidents experienced by black Marines while deployed, it does give

some idea as to how they were viewed, and regarded by their fellow white Marines.

Regardless of the racism and discrimination that these men received, there was still a war

being waged, one in which they expected and wanted to participate. Yet, why did these

men want to participate in a war for a country that limited their freedoms and scorned
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them for no other reason than the color of their skin?

Each and every man had their own reasons and motivations for fighting. Yet, the

Double V campaign did have an effect on the men from Montford Point. Originally

printed on January 31,1942, in the Pittsburgh Courier, a letter to the editor suggested

that black Americans participate in the war effort to defeat the Axis powers abroad while

defeating racial prejudices at home; a task that could only be accomplished through

military service and participation. One Montford Point Marine noted, “we were fighting

the war against bigotry at home and fighting the war against bigotry overseas....V for

„202Victory, V for Victory home and abroad. In acknowledging this concept, the men

from Montford Point wanted to show their country and their fellow Americans that they

were not only worthy of being called Marines, but that they were equal to their white

counterparts.

Pacific Strategy

The prolonged and successful Battle of Guadalcanal marked a turning point in the

Pacific theater ofwar. It was significant for two reasons. First, it stopped the Japanese

offensive, which would have effectively isolated Australia from Allied supplies and

support. Second, it allowed the United States and its allies to pursue an offensive strategy

in the Pacific. The cornerstone of this strategy was a simultaneous push through the

Southern and Central Portions of the Pacific, done to gain territory vital for attacks

against the Japanese home islands. This offensive strategy called for the use of

amphibious landings against heavily defended islands held by the Japanese. These
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amphibious invasions, generally, began with a heavy bombardment of enemy defensive

structures. After these periods of intense bombardment, Marine units were faced with an

extremely difficult and almost impossible task. They had to land under heavy fire, engage

the enemy, push through initial defenses, and then advance inland. Reserve and supply

components followed immediately after the initial invaders. Once they had reached the

beach, these men would “shore up" positions, move supplies to the front, and carry the

wounded to safety. It was in these efforts that some of the first black Marines in

American history experienced combat.

Although the use of amphibious landings and tactics became common in the

Pacific theater, the logistics and support of these landings were a work in progress. While

it was a difficult enough task to land forces on defended beaches, further compounding

that difficulty was the task of supplying those forces with the weapons, ammunition and

military hardware that was needed to advance. When these tactics were initially

instituted, regular infantry Marines, with the aid of naval officers and enlisted men, were

expected to carry out the important tasks of supplying their brethren at the forefront of

fighting. Prior to the development and use of Depot and Ammunition Companies, when
203

regular combat units were forced to fulfill this task, they underperformed.

Furthermore, by using men who had not received training in these tasks, beachheads and

landing areas often became quagmires of supplies.
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Figure 5: Troops unloading cargo after the first invasion ofGuadalcanal.

Source: Henry I. Shaw, First Offensive: The Marine Campaign for Guadalcanal (Washington, D.C.: Marine Corps
Historical Center, 1992), 12.

As can be seen in Figure 5, taken shortly after the initial invasion of Guadalcanal,

the need for trained men in the handling and movement of supplies from ship to shore

was a vital one. It was at this junction, between the Marine Corps' need for men to move

supplies from ship to shore, and its need to find a “place” for the thousands of lower

scoring black Marine draftees, that the two met. It was at this crossroads that the first

black Marines in American history began their combat service. Although the tasks asked

of them may have seemed somewhat unimportant and/or demeaning, they were not. The

jobs and tasks that the Ammunition and Depot Companies fulfilled were demanding and

dangerous. Not only were these men performing a vital function in the Pacific war effort,

but they were also changing the perceptions of those who had previously doubted their

abilities as Marines and men.
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Validation through Combat

The battle of Saipan marked the beginning of black participation in Marine Corps

combat. It was here that the 3rd Ammunition Company and the 18th, 19th, and 20th Depot

Companies became the first blacks to face combat in Marine Corps uniforms. Prior to the

invasion of Saipan, one Marine Corps officer stated, “You are the first negro troops ever

to go into action in the Marine Corps. What you do with the situation that confronts you,

and how you perform, will be the basis on which you, and your race will be judged.

Many times you have asked for action. Now you are getting it... Now it is up to you to

perform as Marines, and in the best tradition of the Marine Corps."204 In responding to

the opportunity to prove themselves in combat, the first black Marines performed well.

As one commanding officer noted:

Mortar shells were still raining down as my boy’s unloaded ammunition,
demolition material, and other supplies from the amphibious trucks. They set up
‘security’ to keep out snipers as they helped load causalities aboard boats to go to
hospital ships. Rifle fire was thick as they rode guard on trucks carrying high
octane gasoline from the beach.. .They stood waist deep in surf unloading boats
vital supplies of food and water were brought in....

Another officer noted, that these men “performed excellently... Not one shrinked. They

205

?>206 For the exceptional job that these firstdid a swell job. They were very provident....

black Marines performed, they were awarded, as part of the 4th Marine Division, the

Presidential Unit Citation. As if this accolade was not telling enough, the newly

appointed Commandant of the Marine Corps, General Vandergrift, stated, “The Negro

Marines are no longer on trial. They are Marines, period.”207 Although these were the

first Montford Pointers to prove themselves in combat, they would not be the last. Others
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from Montford Point proved themselves on Peleliu and Iwo Jima.

Peleliu is a small “lobster claw” shaped island, measuring only six miles long and

two miles wide. The men who fought there saw some of the most brutal and savage

fighting ofWorld War II. This was, in fact, a result of a change in Japanese defensive

tactics. Prior to this battle, the Japanese had attempted to thwart American amphibious

assaults directly at the beaches; however, this proved ineffective and costly to the

Japanese. Therefore, the Japanese initiated a new defensive strategy. This strategy called

for a defense in depth, which saw the use of fortified cave and pillbox positions. Through

the use ofmutually supporting firing positions, the Japanese created a front line across

208 Inthe entire island, which in turn created the perfect situation for a battle ofattrition.

fact, what the Japanese defenders had created was the perfect nightmare for the attacking

Americans. E. B. Sledge described this battle in his work With the Old Breed. He noted:

The sun bore down unmercifully, and the heat was exhausting. Smoke and dust
from the barrage limited my vision. The ground seemed to sway back and forth
under the concussions. I felt as though I were floating along in the vortex of some
unreal thunderstorm. Japanese bullets snapped and cracked, and tracers went by
me on both sides at waist height. This deadly small arms fire seemed almost
insignificant amid the erupting shells. Explosions and the hum and the growl of
shell fragments shredded the air. Chunks of blasted coral stung my face and hands
while steel fragments spattered down on the hard rock like hail on a city street.
Everywhere shells flashed like giant firecrackers.

The 7th Ammunition Company and 11th Depot Company, men from Montford Point,

209

experienced these and other conditions on Peleliu. Lawrence Diggs recalled:

Our Navy bombarded the island we could see the island, but they smoked it over
and cut down most of the trees... .1 was with the 7th Ammo, over toward the
ammunition ship and to start unloading as the first few waves of troops went
ashore. And well after we worked on the ship on, in different sets. We were
working about seven or eight hours and then the crew would relieve you... .you'd
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go back and rest area on the ship and the next morning, if your crew had to work
there, you'd start all over again. But it was taking so long to take the island, they
came over and boy, 1 just took the people that they knew had been trained to go
ashore and picked them up in amphibious ducts and took them ashore. I was one
group that they took ashore and when we got ashore, first thing they do, you dig
yourself a fox hole, you dig, try to get in the sand deep enough to where you
wouldn't get hit, you know. And they just move you up as, as a group then, I
mean, as you could move up. Now the only thing that was keeping us down, they
had mortars that would come out on a track, and they just drop mortars all over
the place. And you just, got [in your] foxhole, now when we dug the foxhole we
sit back to back, two guys in a hole and you sit with your back to each
other....you could sit in that hole just about all night and wouldn’t fall asleep, I
mean it just, it’s just too much going on for you to fall asleep.

Although their primary objective was to keep the men at the forefront of fighting

210

supplied, this was no easy task. Sledge noted:

The Japanese kept heavy artillery, mortar, and machine gun fire on the entire
...beach throughout the day; enemy mortar and artillery observers called down
the fire on amphibian vehicles as soon as they reached the beach. This made it
difficult to get the critical supplies ashore and the wounded evacuated. All of
Peleliu was front line. ...No one but the dead was out of reach of enemy fire.211

Yet, the Ammunition and Depot Companies did get those critical supplies ashore and to

the front lines. Ironically, it was on this island, in the midst of combat, that some white

Marines saw their black brethren for the first time.
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Figure 6: A white Marine (indicated by arrow) in the company of his fellow black

Marines on Peleliu.

Source: "Peleliu Island...Marines move through the trenches on the beach during the battle." Still Picture Branch (NNSP), National
Archives. Washington D.C. September 15, 1944. At http://www.archives.gOv/research/alTican-americansAvw2-pictures/#usmc.

As can be seen in Figure 6, this white Marine (indicated by the arrow) found himself

surrounded by Marines from Montford Point. It was more than likely, in a similar

situation as the one captured above, that a white Marine recalled seeing black Marines for

the first time. He stated, “down along a path came a file of dark-faced men in Marine

dungarees. They were tall and rugged-looking men, and their faces couldn't be

distinguished in the Darkness. They were the first Negro Marines I had seen in the war.

They were carrying water and ammunition from the beach, led by a huge Sergeant who
-.212carried a box of ammunition on each shoulder.
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Aside from carrying ammunition and supplies to their fellow Marines, the men

from Montford Point took on other vital tasks, one ofwhich was the carrying of the

wounded from the front lines. One Montford Pointer recalled:

In Peleliu... [we] were supposed to go up on the front line, take ammunition up,
bring the wounded [back]. And if you had the opportunity, you could bring the
dead. But we was more concerned about the wounded, was to bring them back to
the rear.. .they returned back, they stated as to what happened. They said the
Black Angels saved us...At that particular time, we felt a little
uncomfortable...however, to know that the Black Angels....saved [them], I guess
we felt., .proud... And I feel proud for that.213

The task of carrying the wounded was no easy one. Sledge noted, “because of the rugged,

rock strewn terrain and intense heat on Peleliu four men were needed to carry one

,214casualty on a stretcher... All hands agreed it was back breaking and perilous work.’

Although these men performed these tasks, it did not mean that they were out of harm's

way. After the large engagements between forces had occurred, the Marines had to be on

constant guard for Japanese raiding parties, which often ended in hand to hand combat.

According to one Montford Point Marine, “the Japanese would come down looking for

food. The island was in pretty good hands then...the Japanese came down and stumbled

and fell in the tent [occupied by a fellow Marine and himself],. .so when they fell in

there, he [his fellow Marine] just grabbed him and just choked him to death, he just laid

there with him the rest of the night.” Events such as these, in addition to the previous

days of fighting, exacted a toll on the men’s psyches. He recalled, his fellow Marine was

so disturbed by the event that ‘‘they had to give him a shot in his arm to get his hands

,,215loose from the from the man’s throat the next morning.

Upon battles end, the men from Montford Point, once again, had proved
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themselves as exceptional Marines. Major General William H. Rupertus, commanding

officer of the 1st Marine Division, noted their performance in a letter of commendation.

The letter stated:

1. The performance of duty of the officers and men ofyour command has,
throughout, the landing on Peleliu and the assault phase, been such as to warrant
the highest praise. Unit commanders have repeatedly brought to my attention the
whole-hearted cooperation and untiring efforts exhibited by each individual.

2. The Negro race can well be proud of the work performed by the 7th
Ammunition Company [11th Depot Company] as they have demonstrated in every
respect that they appreciate the privilege ofwearing a Marine uniform and serving
with Marines in combat. Please convey to your command these sentiments and
inform them that in the eyes of the entire Division they have earned a “Well
Done.

Marines from Montford Point (8th Field Depot Co., 8th Ammunition Co., and 36th

-216

Depot Co.) saw further action on Iwo Jima, where they participated in what proved to be

the largest all-Marine amphibious assault of the war.217 One Montford Pointer

remembered this battle and the tasks they performed:

We could see the bombing and strafing from the ships and from the aircraft.. .we
watched that for a while, but in the meantime...they were loading the assault
troops. They were circling on the water, and that's when the first wave took off
heading to the beach. Later in the afternoon, it was our turn. We pulled up the
LSTs, right up to the beach.. .didn't make it very far on the beach, just
yards...because the beach was so soft, so much sand, so a vehicle could not run
through it....Our job was to dig with the bulldozers.. .dig bunkers real quick, and
put the ammunition into the bunker for distribution, for the assault troopers right
in front of us. You had to get this to them because each man could only carry
enough for maybe one day, depending on the intensity of the fight. So it had to be
replenished, [the] [battle] depended] on this ammunition... [we] [had] to get the
stuff to [them], and that’s what we did.

218
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Although the men at the forefront of fighting had a very tough and dangerous task,

staying on the beach and consolidating supplies presented its own dangers. One Montford

Pointer stated,

We...carried] the equipment...the ammunition...[and] the fuel. It was the most
dangerous thing in the world. Because sometimes if you were to look back at the
landing barges coming behind you, there may be some ofyour comrades. And if
the enemy shooting mortars get a direct hit on one of those landing barrages that
has fuel on it. Just imagine it blowing up and you're in it.

219

Figure 7: Amtracs and other vehicles destroyed by heavy Japanese artillery fire on the
invasion beaches of Iwo Jima. Looming in the background is Mt. Suribachi.

1
t

“Smashed by Jap mortar and shellfire, trapped by Lwo's treacherous black-ash sands, amtracs and other vehicles ofwar lay knocked
out on the biack sands of the volcanic fortress." Still Picture Branch (NNSP), National Archives, Washington D.C. Robert M. Warren,
PhoM3c. ca. February/March 1945.26-G-4474. At http://www.archives.gOv/researchAvw2/photos/#iwo.

As can be seen in Figure 7, taken shortly after the invasion of Iwo Jima, the beach had

been shelled extensively by the Japanese defenders; this caused many human causalities
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and heavy damage to landing craft and supply vessels. It was during a bombardment that

Jimmy Wilkins died in combat. Robinson remembered this event, and the effects of

artillery:

When Jimmy lost his life, if it probably had not been Jimmy, it would have been
me ‘cause he was only two feet offmy right shoulder. We got this mortar and it
hit us. Jimmy had gone down to the beach. Jimmy was looking for sandbags to
construct this foxhole. I didn’t know where he was and he come past and I was
chewing him off for not having dug this foxhole because I figured we were going
to get sit upon [by] the [enemy] barrage pretty soon. Jimmy was on my right
shoulder about two feet when he got hit. And he was killed. One of the, I didn’t
know, I was blown up in the air about eight or nine feet. I remember being
unconscious in and out of it. I would black out and come to, and black out. I could
smell the gunpowder in my nostrils and finally fell back to the deck. Corpsmen
were running, people were screaming and hollering. And finally, the corpsman
came to me and he checked me over. Found out I had some shrapnel on my left
side. And found some shrapnel on my shoulder. And he kind of kiddingly said,
well, he said, you’re okay...And then I watched him...And [the Japanese]
dropped an 88...or a 105 [mm shell] on a pack house unit of probably about
twenty-five yards away at the most. And they took an awful hit, a direct hit. These
guys and their guns took a direct hit. When I saw them, they were up in the air,
some of the bodies were up and their body parts were up in the air fifteen, twenty,
thirty feet. I thought they were sandbags. I didn't know at the time, it was a body
ofMarines and they were blown apart. This corpsman, who had treated me and
treated my foxhole buddy, he got over in time to get hit by one of these mortar
shells and just, of course, completely devastated.

It was on Iwo Jima that one of the most recognizable images ofWorld War II took place,

220

the flag raising on Mount Suribachi. During this event, Montford Point Marines realized

their importance. As one Montford Pointer stated, “Marines were on top ofMount

Suribachi, raising a flag. That’s become a great symbol. And.. .we like to tell them, white

boys couldn’t have climbed that mountain ifwe black boys wasn’t at the bottom giving

,•221them supplies and ammunition to be able to climb it.

Furthermore, as often happens during war, prior concerns are forgotten by troops
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because their focus is set on keeping their friends and themselves alive. After fighting,

one black Marine noted that race did not matter on the battlefield. As he recalled, ‘Those

bullets and all were coming, they didn’t say these bullets for whites and these bullets for

blacks. Those bullets, you know what was on those bullets? To whomever they concern.

„222And those bullets were just as much concerned to us as they were to everybody else.

It is in this aspect that one of the few benefits ofwar can be seen. While in combat, the

only difference that mattered was whether or not someone was a friend or foe, not the

color of their skin. It is in this aspect that the men from Montford Point were recognized

as “brothers in arms,” to all who participated in fighting.

Following the successful operation on Iwo Jima, men from Montford Point were,

once again, recognized for the manner in which they performed their tasks. The 8th Field

Depot, as part of the V Amphibious Corps, was awarded the Navy Unit Commendation.

The commanding officer of shore operations, Colonel Leland S. Swindler, was very

satisfied with the performance of these men. He noted, “[I] [was]... highly gratified with

the performance of these colored troops, whose normal function is that of labor troops,

while in direct contact with the enemy for the first time.. .they conducted themselves with

„223marked coolness and courage....

After the victory at Iwo Jima, men from Montford Point participated in the battle

ofOkinawa. Once again, they fulfilled their jobs in the proudest tradition of the Marine

Corps. After the major engagements ended, they waited and prepared for the invasion of

the Japanese home islands. This invasion, however, did not occur because of Japan’s
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“unconditional” surrender on August 15, 1945. Regardless, the men from Montford Point

had proven to all that blacks could serve as excellent and capable Marines.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

During World War II, over a million African Americans served in the armed

forces. More than 19,000 were Marines. By the end of the war, blacks represented

roughly 4 percent of the Marine Corps' total strength, a far cry from the 10 percent that

had been planned. The Marine Corps limited the use and participation of blacks because

of race and race alone. However, what is less measurable, but no less profound, is the

effect and significance of their service. Immediate and lasting were the ramifications of

that service, which had an effect on the country as a whole for many years to come. That

being stated, one can answer the initial questions posed in the beginning of this study.

What effect did service in the Marine Corps have on their lives? What effect did their

service have on the country as a whole? What is significant about these men? How is

their story different? How is their story uniquely American? In answering these

questions, the effect and impact of their service will show that they, along with the

country as a whole, were irrevocably changed through their participation in the Marine

Corps.

Marine Corps service affected these men for many years to come. Perhaps, the

most profound effect of their service was the possibility of new opportunities. Included in

these were the benefits of education, new experiences, and new environments.

Education was the most significant benefit provided to the men from Montford

Point. Service in the Marine Corps provided both an awakening towards it and the ability
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to obtain it. Klein noted, “the broadening contacts of life in the service have awakened in

many the necessity for further education as the surest... [way] of advancing their statue in

life. Approximately one in ten are enrolled in the Marine Corps Institute or Armed Forces

„224Institute for correspondence courses that give high school or college credit.

Although 10 percent is a relatively small percent ofmen, it is important to note

that when given the opportunity to receive further education, some did. This can further

be seen when one examines the data collected through the McLaurin interviews.

Table 7: Education Gained After Enlistment

Education Gained After Enlistment. Number ofMen Percent

N/A 17 42.5

No More School Obtained 3 7.5

Graduated High School 3 7.5

Graduated College/ Technical School 30.012

Post Graduate Degree 12.55

Total 40 100

Source: Quantitative Analysis ofMcLaurin Interviews. Original Research.

Note: Ofthe forty men interviewed, seventeen did not state whether or not they did in fact obtain more education after Marine Corps
service or did not obtain more education after Marine Corps service. Therefore, they were counted as not available (N/A).

As can be seen in the Table 7, after enlistment, three finished High School, twelve

graduated from either a College/University or Technical School, and five went on to
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obtain a Post graduate degree, meaning that half of the men in the overall study furthered

their education after becoming a Marine. One Montford Point Marine stated, service in

the Corps “helped [him] to learn that, [he] should put a greater store on educational

values.225 As another Marine noted, “I come out of the service, I was able to go to school.

I was able to graduate from college. I would even get a Masters degree. I was able to

get... [a] Doctors of Law Degree. And send my five youngsters to college, three ofwhich

„226have become professionals and all that came by the.. .fact f was able to serve.

Many Americans, who served during World War II, continued their education

through opportunities presented by the GI Bill, or the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of

1944. Included amongst these Americans were men from Montford Point.

Table 8: Use of G.I. Bill

Use ofG.I Bill Number ofMen Percent

N/A 20 50.0

No, did not use the G.I. Bill 6 15.0

Yes. did use the G.I. Bill 14 35.0

Total 40 100

Source: Quantitative Analysis ofMcLaurin Interviews. Original Research.

Note: Of the forty men interviewed, twenty did not state whether they did use the G.I. Bill or did not use the G.I. Bill. Therefore, they

were counted as not available (N/A).

As can be seen in Table 8, fourteen of the men within the study used the benefits of the

GI Bill to continue their education. As one Marine noted, “I got back here and I took
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advantage of the GI Bill ofRight[s], Without the GI Bill ofRight[s], I don’t think I

would have been able to go to college. I went to back to... High School...received] my

,-.227diploma ...cause 1 was drafted out ofmy senior year, and [went] to college. A second

Marine noted, “the GI Bill was the thing that really helped me, because I never could

have gone to college had it not been for the GI Bill.”228 Not only did the GI Bill provide a

means to afford a higher education, but it represented a new way of life. As one Marine

noted, “college was something that was for the up above.. .people that were looked up to,

were teachers or the policemen and the post office, but.. .you know... [that] was just [a]

particular level...I wanted to get up above it...the GI Bill...came along...[and] I got

„229[it]-

A second effect that service in the Marine Corps had on these men was that they

experienced, for better or for worse, a different way of life. One Montford Point Marine

noted, “.. .being 18 years old, leaving home, going in the Marine Corps.. .1 saw a lot of

things and I gained a lot of experiences.” Furthermore, service in the Marine Corps

provided an escape for some men who were at risk for a life of crime. One Montford

Pointer stated, “I think the Marine Corps saved my life... 14 of us grew up together.. .We

all were around the same age. And out of that group of 14 boys, I was the only one that

finished high school and [the] only one that went to college. And they have all passed,
,,231and they either went to prison or they got on drugs or just got in fights and got killed.

Third, Marine Corps service taught these men how to be successful. It did this by

first instilling a sense of discipline. As one Montford Pointer noted, “the Marine Corps
,,232 After they learned this discipline, they were instilled with a[taught] us...discipline.
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sense of confidence. Another Montford Point Marine stated that service in the Marine

„233Corps “gave me a, a confidence that, I could do almost anything. These two traits

gave these men the ability to form a strong character, which would continue to serve

them for the rest of their lives. As one Montford Point Marine stated, “I think it [the

..234Marine Corps] had a lot to do with [me] forming character...1 think it did that, for me.

It was through the forming of these traits and the development of that character that one

Montford Point Marine stated, “my life has been pretty good. I attribute a lot of it to, the

.,235Marine Corps.

These men were significant, in the context of the war, in two very important

ways. First, by providing materials and ammunition to the men fighting at the front, they

helped defeat a very resilient and entrenched enemy, the Japanese. Furthermore, these

men also aided the war effort by performing the difficult task of carrying the wounded

from the battlefield. Regardless of race, there is no doubt that any man pulled from

combat by these men respected and appreciated what they had just done for them. It is in

these two aspects that black Marines most aided the war effort. Furthermore, there is no

doubt that whites who saw them during combat were less concerned with their skin color,

and more concerned with what they provided. That is to say, their sight represented either

materials to live or salvation from death.

In context of the country as a whole, these men were significant for numerous

reasons. First, through service and combat, they validated their entire race. Those who

had questioned the abilities, patriotism, or necessity of African Americans in the Marine

Corps were proved wrong. If anyone doubts this, they must only look to the recollections
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of some who served. One Montford Point Marine noted, “we went in there, [we]

fought.... [we] fought...[we] fought like mad dogs... [our job was to bring] ammunition

up to the line... [but when] the Japs was pushing the guys back... [we] picked up rifles

and guns and stuff and started fighting. And [whites] said [we] fought like mad dogs, the
”236blacks did. It was through this recognition as brave and ferocious fighters that blacks

legitimized their participation in the Marine Corps.

Second, the men from Montford Point were significant because they helped

change stereotypes. They did this through the professionalism and the manner by which

they carried themselves. As one Montford Point Marine remembered:

At one point a sailor, a White sailor [and] I was on shore duty, and he was on , on
patrol, and we stopped and talked, and he asked me, he says, you know...we can’t
understand you guys. I said, what do you mean? He said, now we were always
told that you guys, you know, are your own, couldn’t get along, you were always
fussing and fighting and cutting each other up. He says, you all aren’t like that. I
told him, you learning. You find out, we’re human too.237
This notion can further be seen in the statements made by Colonel LeGette, the

Commanding Officer of the 51st Defense Battalion, while deployed overseas. Initially, he

stated that it was a disgrace to be seen “with boys like you.” Upon being reassigned, he

called the men to formation and “apologized for his initial statement, and said, I want you

to know, I didn’t want to leave you. I’d rather, I'd like to go back to the States with you.

But I can’t, he said, but I want you to know, I’ve never served with a better bunch ofmen

„238in all my life.

Such changes in perceptions would not have occurred as quickly in most civilian

settings. As is the case in all wars, major changes are expedited. Such was the case with
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race relations. Yet, it was only through military service that such interactions became

ever more possible. Furthermore, it was through service and such interactions that change

began to take place. One Montford Point Marine noted, “the main impact I think that, that

being in the Marine Corps had on me as an American, it, it made things a lot better, a

whole lot better. And I was glad that it did happen after I went through it. That, it brought

us to the point where we were more or less looked up, looked upon as men and not

„239second class citizens.

Third, the men from Montford Point were significant because, through their

service, they helped lay a foundation for change that is still affecting America today.

Through Marine Corps service, these men learned values that were passed down for

generations to come; chief among these was an emphasis on education. It is in this

context, that their service in the Marine Corps might have had the most lasting effects

because it was trans-generational. Many Montford Point Marines encouraged their

offspring and other young people to become educated. As noted by one Montford

Pointer, service in the Marine Corps taught him, “[he] was responsible for all of [his]

children and their education, what should happen to them and their children. This was the

thing that [he] learned... responsibility [and] [that] was what the Marine Corps taught

„240
[him]... So all of [his] children [are] all... highly educated. Furthermore, after noting

the accomplishment of his children and grandchildren, this Marine stated, “so this is what
„241 This emphasisI, this is my life. [The] Marine Corps made that life for me and them.

on education was further supported by another Marine. Fie stated, “I would advise any

youngster today, go to school. Get his high school education... go to college... .And try to
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advance themselves further.242 It was through their service that these lessons were

learned, lessons that continued to affect future generations. These lessons had clear

ramifications for the future. As one Marine noted, the Marine Corps gave them

opportunities and taught them values that, “made things better all around, for us, our

»243families and even for the youngsters... [that] [are] growing up today....

A second area, in which their service is continually affecting the American

landscape can be found in the Marine Corps itself. Through their sacrifice, the men from

Montford Point insured that many thousands of blacks would be able to follow in their

footsteps. Moreover, through their tribulations, they insured that those behind them could

not only follow, but supersede them. In so doing, blacks were able to ascend to the

highest ranks of the Marine Corps. It was these possibilities that proved to be the most

satisfying, because it justified their sacrifices. As one Montford Point Marine stated:

The way things were in discrimination and segregation, I could not fit in my mind
that the Marine Corps would [not] advance a person of color beyond a Master
Sergeant. There were no Lieutenants, in my day. Lieutenants start coming in
when I start coming from overseas. And it was a proud thing. It made me feel that
the suffering that I had, and I went through some suffering. The suffering I had
had was worthy. When I start seeing officers of color being made.244

This notion, of being proud to have helped lay a foundation by which others could

follow, still has a resounding significance to these men. As one Montford Point Marine

stated:

I have choked up many, many times, I recall, I think it was a couple of years ago,
at a Marine ball...I looked and saw all that brass (Officers), walking around, and
I, in my lifetime....I’ve had the privilege ofmeeting and talking to at least 13
Black generals. And when I stop and think that, in 1943, when I saw a Black with
one stripe on, boy, I felt great. But when I saw all that brass, the generals and the
colonels, and the majors and all, 1 cried.245
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In a further verification, of the excellent manner by which these first black Marines

performed their task, Anthony Caputo, the only white Marine in the study, stated:

I think they were good Marines. They were good men. They were on the caliber
of any, any individual that you could take into the service.. .And they all worked
hard. And I think that you can see the results today ofwhat has happened to the
African American in the Marine Corps. They've gone up to high rank, all the way
up to three or four star generals, generals. And all the way from that first, first
Marine that walked through that Montford Point entrance.,.I think that’s a, a very
fine testament to what, what happened back then.246

Yet, one of the greatest testaments to these men's service was their responses to a simple

question. “If given the opportunity to do it all over again, would you?”

Table 9: Given the Opportunity, Would They do it Again?

Response to Question Number of Men Percent

N/A 7 17.5

No, they would not do it again. 1 2.5

Yes, they would do it again 32 80.0

Total 40 100.0

Source: Quantitative Analysis of McLaurin Interview. Original Research.

Note: Of the forty men interviewed, seven did not state whether or not they would serve in the Marine Corps ifgiven the opportunity
to do so again. Therefore, they were counted as not available (N/A).

As can be seen in Table 9, when asked whether or not they would do it again, the

overwhelming majority (80 percent) answered “yes.” This is a very telling statistic,

because it speaks to the character and quality of those who were the first ofmany. As one

Montford Point Marine stated, “I enjoyed being a Marine in spite of all of the difficulties,

I, I don't look back with any regrets and, you know, I believe that, we have made a
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difference by being in the Marine Corps.”247 A second Montford Point Marine stated,

‘"well, I have thought about that many times, and I think it had a great impression on my

life. And I feel that, even though there were times that I was very bitter and disappointed

and disgusted about a lot of things, I had, if I had to do it all over again, I would still be a

Marine and would still go through what I did.”248 A third Montford Point Marine

.,249summed his feelings about this question up best, when he stated, “A resounding yes.

It was in the face of adversity that these men represented a new beginning for the

Corps and the country. One Montford Pointer noted, “there was much pride mixed with

bitterness, in all of us at Montford Point during World War II. Real, as well as imagined,

injustices were with us daily in those segregated units.” But, it was those trials that

“sparked a fierce determination [in] [us] to excel” because, “[we] represented the

breakthrough of the final barrier in the American military by being part of the elite

corps.” It was through their service that they helped achieve a double victory that has

continually affected our current world.

Moreover, they want people to recognize their sacrifices. As one Montford Point

Marine stated, “things weren’t always as they are now. That somebody had to pay some

dues. Had to go through some struggles to get to where we are today.” ' Yet, these men

were willing to pay with everything they had to help create our modem world. As one

Montford Point Marine stated, “African Americans... have an important role to play in

this nation...they’ve earned that right because [we] put everything that [we] had at on the

line... [we] would have given a life in a heartbeat for people who never respected [us],

never cared about [us]” for that right.252 It is in recognition of these sacrifices, that it
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becomes clear, that their story is a truly American, one that is unique to all others.

Yet, how is their story uniquely American? One must first ask and answer another

question: “how were these men different?” The answer to this question is, also, one of

fundamental importance, for in it lays a history that exists nowhere else in the world.

These men were different because they were black. Although this is only a skin color,

when viewed in the context ofAmerican history, the ramifications of such a characteristic

have far greater meaning, and it is through their story that a culmination of those

ramifications are visible.

The men from Montford Point served their country efficiently and bravely during

World War II, as did most African Americans. But, their story is different in a few key

ways. First, unlike the Army and Navy, blacks were entirely excluded from the Marine

Corps since the country’s founding. It was only during World War II that the Marine

Corps became part of the historical phenomena that called upon blacks to serve in the

military during times ofwar. Yet, when this occurred, they were still segregated from

white bases, a feature that Native Americans and Hispanic Americans would not

experience.

Second, unlike the Army and Navy, the introduction of blacks into the ranks of

the Marine Corps, came as a clear result of executive action, not the exigencies ofwar.

Third, these men had no previous tradition of service within the Marine Corps. Therefore,

every policy, order, and directive regarding their participation was based on prejudicial

beliefs. This had a few effects. First, blacks were not allowed to be trained at “white”

training facilities found in San Diego and Parris Island. Instead, because of their color,
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the Marine Corps created an entire installation in an effort to keep them separate from all

others. This installation, in itself, was unique from all others, regardless ofmilitary

branch, because it was the only place, unless deployed, that black Marines could be

trained and stationed. Second, after becoming Marines, the men from Montford Point

were limited in the positions and ranks they could obtain. This occurred for two reasons.

First, the Marine Corps considered blacks, by and large, only smart enough to carry out

the most menial of jobs. Therefore, they were considered only useful in labor-orientated

units. Second, blacks were restricted from becoming officers in the Marine Corps, not

because some were not qualified, but because this could have placed blacks in positions

of authority over whites. Although the Army and Navy did participate in segregation

based policies and racial discrimination, they did have black officers during the war, a

distinction that would not occur in the Marine Corps until November 1945.

Fourth and last, these men and their story is unique because they were the first to

ever serve in the United States Marine Corps. They were the pioneers for an entire race.

That being the case, if they did not succeed, the Marine Corps could have quite possibly

gone back to its pre-war policy of non-admittance ofAfrican Americans, and our current

world, as we know it, might not look as it does. This thought has permeated the minds of

those first black Marines. One Montford Pointer noted, “if the Afro-American Marine

had failed, there may not be any in there today. But.. .all seemed to want to survive, take

the challenge, and to succeed. We were selected, segregated, and succeeded...[we] made
„253the groundwork for what we have now....

Their story also speaks to those qualities that make America great; namely
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opportunity. When given an opportunity these men excelled. Inherent within their story is

the character that makes America exceptional. For in that story, it tells of a people who

were limited in most every way imaginable, yet, regardless of such, they found some way

to persevere. Through their sacrifices, they changed perceptions and beliefs, making it

possible for future generations of African Americans to ascend to and to succeed in

positions that were never imaginable. Only in the United States does this story exist,

making it uniquely American.
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Appendix A:

Oral Histories Used for Quantitative Analysis

Name Year Entered Marine Corps
Fred Ash 1945
A1 Banker 1942
Turner Blount 1943

Anthony Caputo 1941

Joseph Carpenter 1943
Orvia Cotman 1944

Ellis Cunningham 1944
Herman Darden 1943
Charles Davenport 1942
David Dinkins 1945

Lawrence Diggs 1943

Gene Doughty 1943
Lee Douglass, Jr. 1943
Roland Durden 1943
William Irvin Foreman 1943

Lorenzo Felder 1942

Isaac David Frasier 1943
John Harper Gayton 1943

Harry Hamilton, Jr. 1943
Ruben Lemuel Hines 1942

Paul H. Holtsclaw 1943
Walter Maddox 1942

Henry McNair 1945
Reuben McNair 1944

Howard Mial 1943

Archibald Mosely 1943

Joseph C. Myers 1942

Herman Nathaniel 1943

Benjamin Patterson 1942

(No Entry Date, Served with 52nd in
Marshall Islands during World War II)

Norman Reese Payne

1943Wilmore E. Perry
Carroll Reavis 1943

Steven Robinson 1942

George Taylor 1943

Joseph B. Walker 1943
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Appendix A Continued:

Name Year Entered Marine Corps
(No Entry date, Served with 7th and 8th

Ammunition Companies on Guam during
World War II)

Richard Walker

Glenn White 1943
Andrew Wiggins 1943
LaSalle Rogers Vaughn 1942

Howard L. Williams 1943



APPENDIX B: Map of Marine Corps Facilities in Onslow County, NC. (1943)

Source: Shaw and Donnelly’s Blacks in the Marine Corps
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